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The SPEAKER took the Chair at 4.30
o'clock. p.m.

Prayers.

QUESTION -RAILWAY COMMIS-
SIONER'S APPOINTMENT.

*Mr. BOLTON (for Air. Horan) asked
the Minster for Railways: 1, Is it cot-
rect that Mr. J. T. Short has received the
appointment of Commissioner for .Rail-
-ways? 2, What are the terms, in full, of
his appointment?

The MINISTER FOR RAILWAYS
replied: 1, Yes, subject to the approval
of Parliament. 2, £1,500 per . annium,
for a tern' of 5 years;, holidays as:apD-
plying to heads of branches, and existing~
rights tn hold good.

QUESTION-WATER SUPPLY AND
SEWER-AGE.

Mr. WALKER asked the Minister for
Works: 1, What amounta have been spent
on construction works in connection with
the sewverage of Perth and Fremantle?
12, When does the Minister anticipate that
the first series of reticulation sewers will

'be laid and house connections madle and
rates assessed to cover the cost of the
construction of such works? 3, Is it the
intention of the Government to form a
Water Supply and Sewerage Board dur-
ing the present session of Parliamnenlt

The MINISTER FOR WORKS re-
plied: -1, On construction, carried out by
the Government, f storm water drains
and sewers the amount of £151,828 13s.
19d. has been expended. 2, Before the
end of this year. 3, It is the intention of
the Government to establish a Board
when reticulation is suffciently advanced.

QUESTION-WATER BOARD A]P-
POINTMIENTS.

M~r. BATH asked the Minister for
Works 1,. Why wvas the caretaker of the
Mfount Victoria reservoir appointed in
preference to men who had been in the
emiploy of the Metropolitan Board of
Works for yeais9 2, What was his pre-
vious employment prior to being ap-
pointedl 3, Why was the present in-
spector of plutubers' work appointed
over the heads of men equally capable,
with double the number of years' service
with the Board?

The MINISTER FOR WORKS re-
pliedi: 1, The caretaker, Mir. G. Hender-
son, at Victoria reservoir, was appointed
three years ago on the recommendation
of the Supeiin tending, Engineer, by the
the administrator, Hon.' W. D. Johnson,
after full inquiry and personal initerview,
and being a trained plumber was con:,
sidered the most suitable person for the
position. 2, Photographic retoucher.
3, Mr. Edward Penninigton, Inspector of
Plumbing, was appointed to his preseut
position on the recommendation of the
Superintending Engineer oni February
18th last. Only ong' employee of the
Board, who also holds a responsible posi-
tion, and who had served his rime at
plumbing, has a longer term of service
with the Board than Mr. Pennington.

QUESTION - 'FIREWOOD SHUNT-
ING CHARGES.

Mr. COLLIER asked the Minister for
Railways: Will he take steps to abolish
the shunting charges now being levied
upon small wood-contractors on the gold-
fields in order that they may have equal
privileges with the three large firewood
companies which are ndw exempt from
such charges?

The MINISTER FOR RAILWAYS
replied:- The main line trains have to
stop in the section to shunt the private
sidings of the small wood-contractors,
and the usual shunting charge is made.
The three Jarger companies pay a bush
haulage charge, and receive from and
supply wagons to the Department in full
train loads, and pay one shunting charge
at Golden Gate. The matter has already
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been brought under the notice of the De-
partineut by one of the small contractors,
whose woo "d is subject to a second shunt-
ing charge at destination, and the whole
question is now under consideration With
a view to fixing a more equitable arrange-
ment.

QUESTION-LEONORA WATER
SCHEME.

Mr. STUART asked the Minister for
MieS: 1, Will the returns in connection
-with the Leonora Water Scheme for the
first six months justify the imposition of
a water rate of 2s. in the £ for the en-
suing half-year? 2, Is it the intention of
the Minister to constitute a Water Board
for the control of the Water Scheme as
originally outlined7'

The MINISTER FOR INES re-
.plied.: The question of altering the rate
which has been struck for the current
year is one that it is considered should
be left for the decision of the Water
Board now about to be formed.

DEBATE- AUPRE 58-TN-REPLY.
Fourth Day.

Resumed from the previous day.

Hon. F. H. PIESSE (Katanning): I
rise with much pleasure to support the
motion for the adoption of the Address-
in-Reply to His Excellency's Speech, and
1 desire to add my thanks to those al-
ready expressed in that motion. Before
proceeding with the main portion of my
remarks to-day, I would like to congratu-
late you, Mr-. Speaker, on again as-
stuning the Chair at t~he commencement
of this Session; and I would like in
a general way to congratulate the
Prentier on the excellent ps-v-sessional
speech he delivered recently at Bunbury.
The Speech was most comprehensive, em-
bracing as it (lid all those features which
I take it are necessary, and giving a
resurn6 of past work, also briefly stating
what is intended to be done in the future.
We are merely looking upon these pro-
posals for the future as preliminary, for
no doubt as soon ai the prorogation hlas
taken place ;i~e shall have a more detailed
statement of the policy for the future.

There does nut appear to be any indica-
tion that there ix likely to be mnuch change
in regard to that plicy, and as I hare
often exlpressed liy opiniicm ini this Chatn-
her on the saute Subject. ] would like to
say although mnany important mieasures
require to he dealt willh by the Assembly,
in niv opiinioin there is necessity to deal
with administrative matters, keeping- Well
in view the conditions, of the country in
regard to future developments. . ant sure
we cannot find fault with the proposals
of which we haove had a few foreshadowed.
I am satisfied it devolves on any member
of the House who is entrusted with the
responsibility oif leading it and of govern-
ing the affairs of the country to keep pace
with the times. In a new country
sucht as this, paramount consideration
Should be given to the great question
of development. As we are calling to
our shores large numbers who join
with us in building up the country, we
shall have to take the responsibility
iii regard to finance, and for the timie
being we, wuay find the responsibilities
heavier than they have beeht in the past-
The indications of the future, the promnis-
ing immnigration, the promising addition
to the numbers of our people, point to the
fact that we shall have among us a greater
population to Share those responsibilities.
1 have always looked upon mining as the
great and important factor that has
brought us before the eyes of the world?
and placed LIS ill the positionl We Occupy
to-day,_ 2 givingK us nMuwi assistance in im-
proving our positiotn. I recognise we owe
a debt of gratitude to the miner who went
forth in the early days, some 13 or 14
years ago, and took up the arduous task
of dealing with the developmnt, of our
great 'mines, producing as they did the
wealth which 'ultimately did so much in the
development of our country generally. At
the samne time, while recognising this, I
fe!I that the industry which I have been
so long personally associated with is the
one which must eventually become the
powerful factor in building up the wealth
of Western Australia; that is, the agricul-
tural and pastoral industry. I am satis-
fied that we are on the eve of great de-
veloptuent, and I am satisfied too that if
we are to make progress in the develop-
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ient, we muist nerve our-selves to the task
and go forth manfully to do our duty to
the country. Land settlement in my
opinion is governed by three most import-
ant factors, and I take it the great assist-
anice which has been rendered by three
factors which I will mention, have done
much to help forward our development.
We require in countries where there is so
much initiatory work, where the people
after all are not possessed of sufficient
means to carry on their affairs in con-
rieetion with agricultural and pastoral pur-
suits, icih will enable them to do so
without obtaining assistance fromt other
sources, the great factor that has done
so munch to help the struggling fanner in
the past and which will do much in the
future, the Agricultural Bank. The Agri-
cultural Bank Act was introduced during
the time of the Forrest r~gime, introduced
by Sir John Forrest, and supported by
my old friend Mr. George Throssell. By
the way, I am sorry to hear Mr. Throssell
is suffering from an illness which has pre-
vented him from attending to his parlia-
nmentary duties, and f am sure those who
knw him will join with me in wishing
that hie will soon he restored to health,
and that we shall soon see him again in
ouir midst. I also took an important part
in assisting forwar d that Agricultural
Bank Act. Therefore, although at the
tinie it was of a speculative character, an
inno-vation which was looked on by many
a -s a% risk, I amo glad to say it has been a
success. Although perhaps the Act has
not been entirely followed hy the other
States, it has really been the basis on
which the other States have formulated
their laws dealing with a similar subject.
There is also the question of agricultural
railways, which I shall deal with in detail.
And there is also in my opinion the abso-
lute necessity for interest to be taken by
a live Minister of the Cabinet in this
special department. We have already
seen the introduction of the Agricultural
Bank Act, the commencement of our agri-
cultural railways, and we have seen in the
present Minister an enthusiast who has
done his duty for the country, and taken
an intense interest in its welfare. As to
the Agricultural Bank Act, although the
provisions of the Act prior to the recent

amendmnict enabled the borrower to receive
more money than he is able to do to-day,
yet the Act was not taken advantage of
to the same extent as it is to-day. When
the proposed anienduient'%was brought for-
ward, of which the present Act is the re-
sult, and wvhen it was proposed to enable
the borrower to obtain £800, being the
value of actual improvements carried out,
I felt some anxiety as to its, operation,
I may say, however, I am in favour of
giving every assistance that can he
given to the genuine settler. Although
that Act was an experiment, I am glad
to say having watched it since its
passing, I am satisfied that with the
careful inspection which is made, with
the advantages of mature experience in
the person of Mr Paterson, who has done
so much good in the working of the Act,
and with the support of such trustees as
one of my old colleagues Mr. Richardson,
who was Minister for Lands, together with
the experience of Mr. Hopkins, backed
up by the untirinig and zealous work of
the present managing trustee, Mr. Mebar-
ty, T ami satisfied we are safe in the hands
of that nmanagemnict. We -have also now
a special arrangement made for inspec-
tion, and the selection which has been
made of suitable mien, many of whom I
have met, have proved to nue they have in
view the necessity for improving the pub-
lic iinterest and welfare. I am satisfied
too, if we are to miake a great success of
this Act and farther enhance its value, we
must have a larger amount made available
to the borrower, although it has been
pointed out in doing this we are prevent-
ing a great number from taking advantage
of the Act. However, there must be a
limitation of the funds at our disposal.
I am satisfied that with such a security
as we are offered, we can well vote farther
funds for the purposes I speak of, and
I commend to the Government the nees-
sity for making an amendment in the
direction I have indicated. In addition to
the £300 which is available on actual im-
provements there is also, as you know,
£100 available to be advanced against
a certain proportion of Work done by the
holder. There is also another admirable
provision, that £100 may be advanced for
breeding stock. This has been much
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availed of, and has met with great appro-
bation in the country. Where the ad-
vance has been availed of great success
has resulted. A year ago I travelled
through parts of my district with the
manager of the Bank, 'Mr. Paterson, and
we selected certain men in different parts
who I thought could be safely entrusted
with £100O worth of breeding ewes. Most
of the men whom I saw agreed to borrow
the money, and the result is I have per-
sonally seen the stock since the,, and
learnt that the results fromi the ewves have
been from S0 per cent. to 95 per cent.
in lamibs. As you know, only breeding
ewes are purchased, and they were pro-
vided at a time when they were in lamb,
wi~th the result that the excellent returns
I have referred to have been received.
This is only the commencement of an im-
provement in this direction which xvill
mean a great deal to the country. Those
who have watched the progress of stock
will realise how great are the increases
in the country districts of the State. In
my cown locality, where ten years ago we
had only 126,000 sheep, to-day there are
nearly 400,000 sheep within* the same
area, thus proving that the small farmers
and holders are taking advantage of the
advice often given to them to go in for
mixed farming and provide themselves
with stock. This will also help in the
direction of decreasing the cost of meat
to the consumer, for the stock which is
required in this country is that which does
not have to travel so far as from the
Kimberleys. The northern parts of this
State we are proud of, on account of the
sheep and cattle raising theme; but we
desire that the stock shall be closer to the
central markets. Stock which can he
driven or railed from these short dis-
tances arrive in a much better condition
than stock travelled so far as from the
Kimberleys, from whence they have to be
sent in ships. We shall see a great change
in the direction of small holders providing
themselves with stock, and by this means
the number of sheep and cattle in the
State will be increased very considerably.
All the risks taken in the past, and all the
doubts that existed in our minds with
regard to this innovation no longer exist,
for the risks have been justified and the

doubts dispelled. In regard to the other
inatter I mentioned, naniely, the question
of agricultural railways, farther additions
have been foreshadowved in the Governor's
Speech. Although sme comment has been
made as to the non-paying results of these
lines, and the probability that they will
not pay for some time, I consider we shal
see a great improvement in regard to in-
creased tonnage carried over the lines so
soon as the developments now going on
reach a more mnature stage. It may be
pleasinig to mnembers to know that the
two railways spoken of here about two
years ago, when the Bills were introduced,
as being- projects not justified by existing
conditions, are gradually making their
wvay. They are affording assistance to the
farmers to a large extent. Although the
extension of the Durnbleyung line must
come, and that almost at once, yet it has
done well so far, for it has tapped a
splendid agricultural area, and its far-
ther extension must mean the opening up
of thousands of acres for agriculture.
Then the line from Katanning to Kojo-
imp, which was mentioned at the time of
its proposed construction as being a doubt-
ful proposition, has given a return of 40
per cent over and above the other line
going east; and its farther extension
into the country towards Dinninup and
the flalgarrup River munst add materially
in the future to the earnings. I am so
satisfied about this line that I feel that
whenever there is sufficieut justification
from a developmental standpoint, the
small cost of building the lines-which
after all is not much greater than the cost
of an ordinary road-should be incurred,
as the constnuction of railways provides
an important factor in the building up
of the country in directions where it was
out of the question to grow wheat pre-
viously owing to the long distances which
the product had to be carted. The con-
struction of farther lines means adding
more money to our indebtedness; but
we have also to look at the fact that the
more people we get on the land to develop
the country iii the way in which we wish
to see it dev-eloped, the less amount per
bead wvill be the public indebtedness of
the country. So satisfied am I of the
earnestness of the Leader of the Opposi-
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ton. and his desire to see the country
(leveloped, that I was sorry to see a few
days ago he referred to the railway lines
in a way which I thought, upon farther
consideration, he will see was utterly uin-
justified. He referred to the fact that
those "in the know" wvere "mopping up"
the land to be served by these lines. None
Would be better pleased than I to see a
return prepared of apj)Iicant~s for land
in the neighbourhood of these railways,
for I amu sure that by this means it would
he proved that the selection which has
been wuade in those directions has been
by legitimate settlers, who are taking up
thse holdings for development and for
no other purpose than to make the best
they can out of the soil. [Mr. H. Brown:
What about the Denmark railway?1]
That has already been built, and the land
within reach of the railway has been pur-
chased from the original holder, for set-
tlemnt. I un~erstand the Government
have not disposed of any of this land and
that they will give everyone an oppor-
tucnit, to apply for it when they are pre-
pared to put it on the market. I am
hopiiig to see farther developmeiit taking
place throughout all the country tapped
by these agricultural railways; and I
commnend to the House for their earnest
consideration any proposals to construct
additional lines. I shall he quite satisfied
for each proposal to stand on its merits,
and if the House is content that the pro-
posals are in the interests of the country
and will open up agricultural areas, then
let members approve of the works being
undertaken. I urge members who do not
believe that this system is a success to
travel through the country themselves and
see with their own eyes what is going
on1. They will then realise the conditions
under which the railways have been
built, or are to be built, and will appre-
ciate the advantages that wilt accrue.
In'regard to the Minister for Agriculture
I would say I- desire to congratulate him
upon the excellent work he has done.- It
has been said in my district recently that
Mr'. Mitcehell' was a hank clerk and the
sooner' he was relegated to his old posi-
tion the better. That was, said a. few
d1ays -ago. [Member: In Katanningj]
Yes, in my own town; and T think this.

that if we had a sensitive man filling such
a position it would deter him from con-
tinning to prosecute such important
duties in the country. I want to say
although we do not expect a perfect man,
yet we do hope that the country will re-
cognise the earnestness and enthusiasm,
and the fearlessness and justness of the
present Minister. He may bring for-
ward, as he has done, proposals which are
not perhaps so practical in certain direc-
tions- as one would like, yet it is by these
means that we get new ideas for members
of the House to deal with. These are
what we as representatives of this great
country want to see in order to bring
about development. I merely wish to
pay this tribute to a man with whom I
have travelled recently. Although he
may have gained much of his experience
as manager of a bank, that experinne
roust have been of the greatest value be-
cause he had been looked upon. as a most
practical man, indeed as the most prac-
tical farmer in the Eastern districts, and
one whose operations may well be fol-
lowed by others with profit. We should
congratulate our-selves on having a man
who is ready to start innovations, because
withI the experience he possesses he has
done much good. He has been cavilled
at for travelling through the country, but
I would point out that that is a necessity.
Macabets cannot do better than travel
through the country and gain exKperience
of its capabilities. He has been taken to
task for the importation of sheep and
dairy cows. I have not seen the cows
yet, but I know many of them have filled
the purpose for which they were brought
here. With regard to the sheep, I have
had opportunities to see the results of
their importation, and I have some figures
here which I s5hall give to the House.
There were 21,562 sheep imported, and if
we.-take the ordinary los at five per emit.,
we will have left say 20,500 breeding ewes.
This is the number taken over by farmers
in .the' country districts, and in nearly
every instance in very small lots. If we
take the ordinary increase allowed by the
average farmer and put it at 80 per cent.,
we get 16,400 lambs, making a total with
the ewes of 36,900. This is the result of
that importation. If we take these 1(AA00
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lambs and value them at an average of
10s. per head, we get Z8,200 as the value
represented by the lambs as the result of
this importation. Perhaps I1 ani a little
high in my estimate of the value because
I understand the price of lambs is not so
high this year as it was last year. [Mr.
Butcher: Not as lambs.] With regard
to land settlement I wish to congratulate
the Minister for Lands upon the success
of the Amendment Act, and I also con-
gratulate Parliament upon the thought
they gave to this measure when it was
brought forward. That Amending Act
has resulted most successfully, although
exception has been taken in some quarters
-I am sorry to say again in my district
particularly -to the limitation of the
areas. It has been pointed out there that
2,000 acres is not sufficient, and fault has
been found with me for having supported
a measure which reduced the area to be
taken up to 2,000 acres. I am. sure how-
ever that under the provisions of that
Act, people overlook the fact that a man
can take up 2,000 acres in his own name,
and if he has a wife he can take up a
thousand acres in her name, and then if
he requires a grazing lease he has a right
to take uip 5,000 acres under grazing
lease conditions. If this is not enough
then I think there must be something
wrong with the charafter of the land it-
self. I think tinder the best conditions
it is sufficient. I thing too that when
they look into this more closely it will be
found to be quite sufficient. I am as-
tounded at the increase of settlement.
The Leader of the Opposition mentioned
that the years 1904 and 1905 were the
greatest in acreage selected. I notice on
referring to the statistics that he was
night about 1904, but there was a large
area of land selected under grazing lease
conditions, which are not so valuable as
the conditional purchase conditions,
which require more improvements to be
carried out. I feel that this year's selec-
tion has been greater than that of the
former year mentioned. I. will not make
invidious comparisons, because I feel that
every man who has filled the position of
a Minister of the Crown has honestly
endeavoured to make a success of his de-
partment and has done his bet in accord-

once with the conditions under which he
was administering that department. There
is one important feature which should not
he lost sight of and which I understand
is to be put into operation as soon as the
quiestion of decentralisation is deter-
mined. Those who have had anything
to do with the Lands Department re-
cently must admit that prompt treatment
has been received by applicants. We
have already seen a very great improve-
ment in this direction, and we hope by
the decentralization methods which are
to be adopted, even greater expedition
will follow in connection with selection,
that is where there is a large number of
applicants, beca-use local boards will deal
with the ' i and deal with them promptly,
disposing of any question of doubt, in-
stead 6f keeping applicants in suspense
for weeks as has been the ease in the past.
The establishment of the Melbourne
Agency has resulted in a great many
people coming over from that State to
take tip land in the different parts of
this Stale, and although I do not con-
sider that we should depopulate the East-
ern States or endeavour to populate our
couini, at the expense of the neighbour-
ig States, still if there are people who

arte desirous of leaving those States, then
by all means let Lis attract them here
rather than allow them to proceed to
South Africa or other distant places. I
have had letters only this week from two
men, one in Victoria and one in New
Zealand, both of whom have £500 or £600,
asking for information regarding this
country and stating that they bad made
lip their minds to come over. I took a
broad-minded view of their requests and
I went to the Lands Office and asked them
to send the necessary information to these
intending settlers, at the same time giving
them some practical information in regard
to fencing, ringbarldng, and other mat-
ters. There is another thing I would like
to refer to, and that is the proposal in
regard to the London immigration com-
missioner. I understand the Govern-
ment are sending Mr. Ranlord, who has
done such excellent work in different
parts of this State. He has been rightly
called the veteran of land settlement. His
enthusiasm some say should be avoided,
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bevause hie has sent men on the land
which they have found has not been as
good as be represented it to be. I have
had letters from friends in Tasmania
who had listened to some of Mr. Ran-
ford's lectures, and they all told me that
he has been very careful in regard to his
statements, and that he has not painted
the picture in a more glowing manner
than was justified. I am glad Mr. Ran-
ford has been selected and I congratulate
the Government upon this appointment.
I am sure we shall see very good results
from it. Mr. Ranford is not likely to
send us men who are not capable of de-
veloping the land, not immigrants like
some who have come here from office,
and who are altogether unsuited for the
work in connection with the development
of the country. That is what we want to
avoid and there is no better man to judge
a prospective successful farmer than Mr.
Ranford. With regard to production, it
has been pointed out that we are now
mnaking rapid strides in that direction.
I would like to point out what the -uc--
cess has been. Although wheat has been
looked upon as the easiest handled of ouir
products and likely to find a ready inar-
ket beyond the shores of Western Aus-
tralia, we have other cereals, and we havye
also that great industry the pastoral in-
dustry, with its wool production, and 'we
have also the stock industry, about which
we have heard so much during the last
fewy days in connection with what is
called "the meat ring." With regard to
wheat, I find that the greatest importa-
tion that we have had of flour in this
country was in 1897 when we imported
15,982 tons. The next highest total was
in 1903 when we imported 15,242 tons,
and if -we take these figures on a popula-
tion basis -we 'will find that in 1903 we
were consuming per head of the popula-
tion 134 lbs. of imported flour and 121 lbs.
of local flour. In 1907 there was a
gradual diminution. We imported 3,265
tons and we manufactured in the State
28,000 tons. We therefore consumed
25 lbs. of imported and 212 lbs. of local
flour per head of the population. For
1908 1 have been able to get the figures
for the first six months, and I have
doubled them for my purpose. I find the

(5)

total tonnage imported in the six months
was 1,046 tons; that doubled would give
us 2,092 tons, and basing it on the popu-
lation to-day of 286,000 people, we find
it gives us a consumption of 16 lbs. per
head 1ff imported flour consumed in the
State to-day. It has become a reducing
quantity and I am glad to say in the
Northern areas, which have been the larg-
est importers because of the reputed
keeping quality of imported flour, the
reduction -has fallen something like
1,000 tons in the last 15 months,
and to-day they arc using 1,000 tons
more of Western Australian production
than they were using a year ago. [MT.
Collier, I thought we were entirely supply-
ing 0o11 own market.] So we are. I am
pointing that out. We are more than
supplying our own market. Last year
we imported 3,265 tons of flour and milled
28,000 tons, but we exported flour and
wheat to the equivalent of 695,.300 bushels,
this including 4,100 tons of flour, an ex-
cess over the importations of 8R35 tons.
It p roves that we are produciug sufficient
to meet our own requirements; and as
Soon as the prejudice that has existed en-
tirely disappears, as it will no -doubt in
time, we shall be importing very little
flour. There is also another factor. This
year we have only imported from oversea
a matter of 162 tons of flour, that is from
Canada, America, and other places outside
Australia, as against 466 tons in 1903.
So 'we see that importation has fallen off.
It shows that we arc gradually, gaining
in regard to the local use of our own pro-
duce, proving its superiority in certain
directions.

Mr. Angsitin Have the Government
given up calling for tenders for imported
flour?

Hon. F. H. PIESSE: Yes; now it is all
local flour that is used by the Government.
I merely mention these figures to show
that we have made great strides; and
although the exportation this year is not
nearly so much as it was last year, yet we
have the remakning half year to go, and
it was in the last half of last year that the
greatest exportation of wheat took place,
also the holders are able during the last
half of the year to know definitely what
the local requirements are and so arrange
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to ship the surplus. Again in oats we
are fast overtaking our demand. That
is, another great thing, because for sonmc
years wre were sending a great deal of
money to New, Zealand for oats, while
to-day we are supplying two kinds
of the requirements of West Australia.
There was some controversy recently
in regard to the manufacture of imple-
menits in this State. I may point out
that for the ten years preceding the end
of last year the machinery purchased
by farmers for the improvement of
land in this State cost £C613,510, and
the buildings for protecting stock
and pouewihthe farmers have

erected, irrespective of fencing, building
nf houses and other improvemuents in con-
neetzon with) the development of land, cost
£538,89 wuaking a total of £1,147,379
spent in these two directions. S~o it will
be seen that the farming industry is an
important fartor in this Shi te and closely,
I take it, competes with 'lie tremendous
anliouitt of mloney Spent inl our mining
industry, In fact the agricultural and
pastoral industry and the rjiniiig industry
are the great industries to, which wer all
look for farther development. 'Next comnes
the question of railway rates. A prow ,-c
has already been made that the railway
rates will be reconsidered with a view to
giving cheaper -rates for exporting from
the country. A portion of this was agreed
to last year; but I feel that to bring us
into tine with the Eastern States, such as
New South Wales, a farther reduction
should he made; and 1 am glad to sa$' that
a definite promise was made by the
TMinister sonic time ago that this question
would receive due consideration. It was
owing to the absence of the Premier and
other matters, that the proposal has not
yet been brought to a definite conclusion:
but I am anxious to see whatever change
is made brought into force not later than
the 1st November; because the complaint
made in the past is that alterations in
rates have taken place mostly iu MI~arch or
April, and that therefore the fanner has
not benefited to the extent he should do.
However, this will be remedied I take it
this year, and this new arrangement made
so that the rates can come into force not
later than the let November. The qnes-

tion of freights thiro ugh mills is one that
tias received considerable attention at the
hands of fariners. The ' are of opinion
that it is not advantageous to them, and
some time ago they expressed that view
to the Minister, hut since then I think they
have come to the cnclusion that they, were
in error in arriving at the decision they
did, so that there is likely to be a proposal
pul forward for the continuagnce itf these
through rates in the future. One thing
that has been disturbing the condition of
affairs with regard to farming during the
year was, the action of the Commonwealth
authorities in altering the size of the corn-
sack. Although the corn sack has been
made in the past to carry from 2S0lbs. to
28Olhs. of wheat, it has been thought that
it shoudd he reduced in size. Well, from
my standpoint, or from the standpoint of
those who have to use the corni sack in
trade, the alteration is iinniaterial in moany
respects, except that as the wheat becomes
heavier as the result of the improved con-
ditions in regard to seed these sacks ceir-
tainly become very cunibersomne and no
doubt are a tax onl those -who have to
handle them. But the fanner thinks, and
rightly so, that he is suffering in con-
sequence. [Member: Why9] Because it
takes 16 of the new sacks to carry his
wheat instead of nine of the old, and the
difference in price is so ininaterial, being
only a matter of about Is. 8d. a dozen in
favour of the new sack as against the
old; but it puts the farnner in the position
of having to pay more for his saks, while
lie inay not receive more for his produce
than in the past. Generally, I think we
have cause to congratulate ourselves on
the progress made in the direction I have
indicated. I do not intend to dinl with
the question of the finances, because there
have been so many who have dealt with it
and who have gone inore closely into these
matters; but at the same time our thanks
are due to the Treasurer for the exposi-
tion he has given of the affairs of the
coun try. And although there have been
comparisons made between the present
condition and the days of the Labour
Government, yet after all we must not
forget that the provision for sinking fund
and for interest on our increased borrow-
ings means that with a falling revenue in
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certain directions the Treasurer must exer-
cise greater caution and more prudence
than was perhaps required in those days
referred to. In regard to the depression
and the unemployed referred to by some
members, I do not think the depression is
nearly so acute as many would lead us
to believe. It is admitted that thegre is
depression in certain directions and that
there are unemployed; but in that great
and promising country of New Zealand,
so often referred to, we see indications of
the. same state of things. The trouble in
getting employment for every man is that
every man is not suited for the class of
employment for which he is required. It
means that if we have to educate a man
to the standard of work we require, that
man is often passed by in favour of men
who have had experience. We might just
as well take a lot of boys and teach them;
in fact it would be better because we can
develop them; hut men who have settled
occupations in life are difficult to t rain.
That is the reason why inen have to pass
farms and other places and cannot obtain
occupation. If we take account of the
indication given in connection -with our
Savings Bank deposits, we find that there
has never been so much money in the bank
bef ore. [Mr. Collier: That is not a reli-
able guide.] It shows that there must be
some progress among the people, and that
they are living within their means and
masking a profit. But we cannot altogether
congratulate ourselve§ upon this state of
affairs, because it shows that the money
is not being invested in certain directions.
And what applies to the Savings Bank
also applies to our local banks, because
in them we find something like five million
pounds lying idle, a large proportion of
it awaiting investment. One of the rea-
sons why this money is not used as it
should be is because of a doubt amongst
some people. They do not care to invest
their money because they consider trade
is not as buoyant as it was, and they are
not prepared* to launch ont in the way
we would like to see them do. We find
also they are not inclined to advance
money outside the greater centres, Perth
for instance. If fine wants to get money
for development in the country he cannot
get it. However, I am glad to say thtre

is a change iii this direction. 'PTbe banking
institutions are turning their attention
moore to the country for securities, and
we find that the other institutions, such
as trustees and insurance companies and
others with funds to dispose of, are giving
attention to the broad acres rather than
to the circumscribed divisions in cities,
which, wh len the time of distress comes, or
,when there is a set-back, are mote likely
to suffer than country lands. The member
for Quildford remarked yesterday that
trade was never worse than it is now; but
as one who has had to do with tbe corn-
mnercial. trade of the country for the past
30 years, 1 interjected that I could trace
much of it to over-trading in the State.
It is due no doubt to the concentration of
the energies of business people in larger
concerns that are squeezing out many of
the smaller ones. I do not say this is
desirable or perhaps beneficial, but it is
the ease. Also in a 'large measure it is
owing to the importation into this State
of large quantities of goods, more than
are required for the consumption of the
people, which means that there is always
a surplus ovpr and above what maight be
called the actual everyday sales, and there-
fore profits in this country are lower than
they are in any other part of Australia
among business concerns to-day. We have
this cause, the gr-eat competition that
exists, and again there are the high yates
of pay and other things in various busi-
nesses as compared with the Eastern
States. All go to show that the profits
are much less, so that people wbo have
not capital to withstand the forces, as it
were, of the greater concerns go to the
wall; and that is why we have heard of so
many bankruptcies. It does not mean
that the country is any 'worse; but it is
because of the centralisation in large busi-
ness concerns. And it comes back to this,
as mentioned by several hon. members,
such cientralisation in what may be termed
rings or combines is not as beneficial to
the country as the old order of things
which enabled traders to carry on their
businesses in different directions, perfectly
untrammelled in this way. [Mr. Collier:
That is just the cause, the big combines
squeezing out the small men.] We cannot
call them combines. It is an axiom among
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people who manufacture that you must
gvt. .youjr work- done,. if you would do
it- economically, under one roof ;
that is, you must make your concern big.
The public demand lower-priced articles,
and the manufacturer has to supply them.
The manufacturer has to increase his
capital in certain directions by bringing
the people together. We find the cry for
cheaper goods causes bankruptcies because
of the inability of certain people to supply
lower-lpflccd articles. As to the legisla-
tion foreshadowed, I hope we shall have
the Roads Bill, which has been promised
so long, passed into law. It is necessary
that we should have a comprehensiv e
nicasdire or some Roads Act, for at the
present time a great deal of trouble oc-
curs in country districts through the dual
control of municipalities and roads boards.
I think they can well combine under the
shire systdm, or perhaps a Modification of
it, which hus been so successful in othdr
rlarts. The local option question is one
which we shall have to deal with, and
no doubt it will, at the proper time, re-
ceive consideration at the hands of the
Government. In regard to public works,
r am glad to see some decisive action
taken respecting the dock at Fremantle.
I have already supported that work, be-
cause I feel that in a country with pro-
mising prospects such as -we have, there is
need in the chief port for the convenience
which a dock must give to shipping;
therefore I feel that wre should do our
duty to the country and to those who
come into the country, and provide the
necessary means for repairs by this dock.
Before concluding, I would like to say I
ant pleased to notice the Government have
recommended, or intend recommending to
the House, the confirmation of the agree-
ment appointing Mr. Short as Railway
Comimissioner, and I feel they have acted
justly to a most deserving officer. T do
not for a moment wish to make compari-
sons between. Mn. Short and his predeces-
sees; I speak of him as I know him. I
know him to be a man thoroughly upright
and determined to do his duty. I also
know that he has experience -which he has
gained in this State, and although we
have heard comments made as to the rea-
son why the expenses were not reduced

earlier when Mfr. Short had an opportunity
of dealing with the management, yet as
one who knows exactly what did take
place I may tell the House. Mr. Short
only acted as Commissioner on two occa-
sions and was not in full charge of the
work, but was keeping the office going
as locew lenena, pending the return of
the Commissioner. He was simply filling
the position for the time being. In
Mr. Davies's term he acted for six
months; that was when I was in office.
He acted again between the tune of Mr.
Davies's departure from this State and
the appointment of Mr. George. Since
then we hare had Mr. George in office
for five years, and we have had the ex-
perience of Mr-. Short during the past 12
months. If Parliament decides to give
Mr. Short full authority to carry on the
work I nam satisfied, if hie is given that
authority and given an opportunity of
seeing what lie can do, we shall see good
results from the work which he has in
hand. In my opinion the difficulties in
obtaining railway officers are very great.
Inducements have been held out in various
parts of the world to get good men to
take up great concerns, yet these efforts
have not always been successful. At the
same time I think although there may be
opportunities of getting experienced men
from other parts of the world, yet we
mlust not forget that a man with a know-
ledge of the country's railway workings
and local experience, a man who can be
thoroughly trusted by the employees, and
,who has a desire to do. his duty, a man
who is credited with experience which he
has gained by long years of service must
be suitable for the management of our
railways. I congratulate the Government
on the selection they have made, andi I
hope the result will bear out their action.
As this is the last occasion before the pro-
rogation on which I shall have an oppor-
tunity of speaking, I desire to say I hope
we shall have opportunities of meeting
here again later on. I would like to say
in regard to some of the remarks that
have been made, that I do hope these re-
criminations which have been passed from
time to time on either side of the House
as to the work of various Administrations
will cease. They are not always eon-
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dueive to gaining that full respect of the
people who are responsible for our coming
here, that we would like to enjoy. Every
Administration carries its responsibilities.
A Government is made up of men who
are trying to do their best in the interests
of the country. I am not speakting of
wha~t I do not know, because I have filled
these positions myself. I have seen 120
men come and go from this Hlouse from
time to time. Seeing, as; I have done,
these many changes from time to time,
and recognising as I do the time that
these men give to the work, and rcognis-
ing too how little we are thanked for it,
having put our hands to the plough and
taken up the work we should do our best
to fulfil the functions entrusted to us.
I shall not have an opportunity of speak-
mgl again during this session, and I may
say as one who has seen, I think, 24 ses-
sions pass, that I cannot conclude without
expressing my feeling in regard to this
matter, because I am satisfied we have
great work to do, and on the whole that
work has been done in the most friendly
way, although at times charges are made
which savour somewhat of political
scavenging.

Mr. E. E. RIEITWANN (Cue): The
few words I shall have to say on the
Address-in-Reply will deal with subjects
different from those dealt with by the
member who has just sat down. After
listening to speeches by different mem-
bers it seems that all are inclined to deal
with the various industries of the State
almost entirely from their commercial
aspect only. I would like to get away
from that aspect for a while, and draw the
attention of members-it is impossible to
draw thle attention of the public at the
present time, owing to the strike of the
Pressmcn-[Mr. Hudson: It is a lock-
outJ-I want to draw the attention of
members to another phase of the question,
the point of view as it affects those work-
ing in the industries of the State. We
are all ready to get up and tell the coun-
try what a fine mining industry we have,
and to say a good deal about the farmning
industry; but we are too ready to forget
the effect these industries have on the
people employed therein. I shall refer

more particularly to the miners. ,We
have had recently travelling throughout the
goldfields areas the Minister for Mines, I
suppose a man of the greatest importance
in that industry, and he has miade no mis-
take about telling the people what he has.-
done in the past and what he is likely,
to do in the future. He stated in no un-
certain terms that we had on the statute-
book of Western Australia the finest
Mines Regulation Act in the world. I
will not dispute the value of the Act, but
I say this, that in no other part of the
world at all events have they the same
kind of administration that we have in
Western Australia. I believe this Mines
Regulation Act is good, as good, I believe,
as; any of the Acts in Australia, at the
same time a good Act is useless unless
administered with some sympathy fnr
those whom it affects. In support of the
sfatement that the Act is not being ad-
ministered properly, I would like
to say one or two things;, It is
not administered as far as the Sun-
day labour provisions are concerned. At
present on the Murchison there are 'many
inines working on Sundays, and they have
even got to that stage of carelessness that
they do not even ask for a permit to work
on Sundays. It is almost a general thing
to find the batteries going, and in some
cases the miners working on Sundays.
The Minister has said it is the finest Act
in the world, but I say that unless the
Act is administered with some sympathy
for the people whom it affects, then the
Act might as well not be in existence.
There is another laxity in the administra-
tion of the Act. I refer to the language
test on the mines. I have brought this
under the notice of the Mines Department
time after time. Men are coming to this
country straight from foreign parts and
are dumped into the mines. I drew the at-
tention of the inspector at Cue to the
fact, but it still continues. A stranger
can go on to the mines at any time and
find men who are not able to speak half
a dozen words of the English language.
These men are given work in preference
to our own miners. I do not object to
these men being employed, but I object
to these men being employed, supported
by the Mines Department, to lower wages,
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and to be used as levers against the Brit-
ish miner. The Italian and Austrian,
who cannot speak English are found on
the mines. There is no better miner than
the Australian. But the reason the mines
employ Italians is because the foreigners
work in places where the Britisher will
not work; by that means the mines are
enabled to work places and evade the
Mines -Regulation Ac:t, and at the same
time to force the British workmen to
work in places not favourable to good
health. In connection with this lan-
guage test, I wrote to the inspector of
mines in the district, and lie replied that
lie would muake inquiries. He did make
inquiries, but it was the usual kind of in-
quiries and inspection, which is held in
the Mines Department. Word is sent to
the mine manager that he may expect the
inspector on a certain day; everything is
fied up, 4hie Italians 'who cannot speak
the English language are hid away and
the inspector finds nothing wrong. I do
not think he would have much to say if
hie did find aniything wrong. I am re-
ferring to the inspector on the Murchi-
son at the preent time.

The Minister for M1ines: Where is this
being carried on?

Mr. HEITMAWN: lIt is being carried
on at the Fingal mine, and has been
carried on for mouths past.

The Minister for Mines: Did you not
recently go through the Fingal mine?9

Air. HEITMAINN: I went through the
Fingal mine. I wrote and made an ap-
pointmnent, and I have reason to believe
that similar arrangements to those made
for the inspectors were made for me. I
found nothing wrong with the Fingal
mine. I could complain in no way after
having gone through; but I found that
instructions had been given the night be-
fore that no firing was to take place from
four o'clock in the morning until I left
the mine at 12 o'clock midday, and every-
thing was to be put in ship-shape order.
This is what is done when the inspector
arrives- I noticed the men were waiting
at their stopes for me to pass through,
so that they might fire. During the pro-
gress of the Mines Regulation Bill through
this Chamber, the members on this side
of the House pleaded 'with the Minister

to have check inspectors appointed, and
asked that such officials should he men
who were independent of the mine. The
Minister would not agree to that. He
had a certain clause introduced into the
Bill, and in liy opinion both his officers
and hie knew when that clause was drafted
that it would ha impossible to appoint to
the position of check inspector a man
who would be able to have any degree of
freedomr. Up to the present there has
not been one check inspector appointed
in Western Australia. The department
barred certain men. There is no use
hiding the fact that we want to appoint
as check inspectors independent men -who
will not be liable to get the sack if they
report adversely on the mine. Either
the Department must pay men to do that
work solely, or they must employ the
union secretaries. They barred the latter
from the position. Recently the Day
Dawn miners union inquired from the
.Minister as to how they could have an in-
spector appointed, and from the reply
they received they could see at once it
would be impossible for them to get such
an offii appointed. That part of the
Act is a dead letter as are many other
parts of the measure. The Act is a good
one, and the Minister might take credit
for it, but without fair administration it
is useless. W"hen we asked for inde-
pendent check inspectors we said we
feared if these officials were not free and
independent the moment they reported
on any particular mine unfavourably to
the company, that would be the end of
them as far as work was concerned. The
'Minister ridiculed the idea, and said the
mining managers would not stoop to that
sort of thing. We have had experience
lately on the Murchison of the managers
sacking men because they had had deal-
ings with the unions. In one case two
men were sacked because they took up
the duties of stewards of the mine.
In another statement by the Minister
made at Menzies and at Day Dawn, he de-
clared among other things that his' first
object was to encourage mining in every
possible way, and especially 'by giving
better security to the leaseholders. He
also declared that his Government were
one with a policy of unadulterated
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democracy, and that the administration
of the Government was pure and beyond
question. He added, and this is not
the first time he has said this, that
he desired to place greater responisi-
bilities upon the wardens of the State.
How he can reconcile that desire
with his own actions I do not know, for
time after time we hare had recomimenda-
tions from the wardens negatived. After
hearing eases -for forfeiture or applica-
tions for leases, they reported to the
Minister and their decisions were reversed.
II fail to see how the Minister can lay
claimi to clean administration. One case
of manyv occurred recently. I have no
doubt th Minister will have some excuse,
but it will have to be a fairly good one
to satisfy the people of Birrigrin. That
town is a snmall mining locality of about
60 or 8O people, situated 38 miles north
of Sandstone. There is a mine there
known as the Wheel Ellen, which was
found four or live years ago by the John-
son Brothers. They took about £10,000
worth of gold f rom the property which
was afterwards taken up by Mr. Read
and floated. One of the local managers
was Mr. Peacock of Victoria. The pro-
perty was worked by the company from
March of last year until about November.
They took out no stone from May, and
had not a crushing. They then applied
for exemption which they got. When
the exemption was up they got a farther
term of protection, and later on when it
was found they were not complying with
the Act, someone in Birrigrin put in an
application for forfeiture. The applIi-
cation for forfeiture was made in March,
and at that time the company had prac-
tically abandoned the mine, as the wind-
lass was taken off, the ladders were
taken up, and the camps were sold. There-
upon the company applied for six months
exemption. The warden refused the ex-
eniption, and, I believe, fined the corn-
pany. He said at the time he was pleased
that a petition had been put in from the
people of Birrigrin, as it suported him
in his recommendation to the Minister.
He recommended the fine, and that the
people should work their show. Although
the application for the six months ex-

emiption was made in March, a notice was

subsequently posted on the mine grant-
ing exemption, not from the date of the
application, bitt from May. If the Min-
ister can satisfactorily explain his action
in this direction he will do more than I
anticipate. He has declared he wants to
encourage mnining and to assist th' e in-
dustry, and yet here we have a town
which was Once in a flourishing condition
dying away simply because the mine-
owners a re alIlowed to lock u p their shows.
The company in question is not even a
local one. it -was the very same com-
panly which hield the Birrigrin gold mine.
Such a thing as that does more damage
to the community than anything I know
of. As soon as the yield from the mine
fell off the company said the miners were
stealing the gold. This is only one in-
stance of the pure administration of the
Minister and his Government. Another
instance is provided by the ease of the
Star of Aberdare mine, This is old his-
tory now ;but, seeing the Minister is
going through the country impressing
upjonl the peolple his virtues in adminis-
tration, it is as well they should know
something of these particular eases. The
Star of Aberdare was ar'otber case where
the warden made certain recommenda-
tions, and I say here that hond not pres-
sure been brought to bear upon the Gov'-
ement or the Minister in some way or
other, the wardeni's recommendation
would have been adopted. [Mr. Holm an;-
Backstairs influence.] Another case is
that of the Legacy South. This is a case
where four or five men had worked a cer-
tain show, and who, after spending all
their capitol upon it, decided to go away
and earn more money on wages so as to
enable them to return and again work the
show. As the warden told them, they did
wrong in not applying for the protection
they could have obtained. [Mr. Holman:
They did not have the money to
do that.] Latr on a gentleman named
Thompson, who is I believe one of the
Minister's particular friends, and of the
class he scents to encourage, a wild cat
promoter, applied for the forfeiture. The
case was heard in Cue, and the trial
lasted for two days. After hearing the
case the warden recommended that the
lease should go back to the working men.
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Mir. Thompson was not satisfied with
that. -He got bold of two of the papers
in Cue who "bharracked" for him, and
then got hold of the Minister and somne of
the officers of the department, with the
result that instead of the warden's re-
commendation being adopted the ease was
given against the men. Yet the Minister
says his Government is one of pure ad-
ministration. It is administration for
one side only. I have come to the eon-
elusion that where the interests of the
poor prospector clash with the interests
of the boodler, the wild cat promoter, the
former has not a possible chance with the
present Government. It is no use saying
one thing if one thinks something else,
and that is my opinion of the Govern-
ment. Another ease occurred only -re-
cently, and our old friend Mr. Thomap-
son is also interested therein. Instruc-
tions had been given by the department.
and I give them all credit for it, to use a
,bore in and around Errols to try and get
a better* supply of water. After boring
for two or three months water was loca-
ted and] a well was put down,' and but
little work was required in order to enable
the water to be obtained. Mr. Thompson
then found that the well was not near
enough to his lease, and although the
people of Errols were quite satisfied with
the locality of the well, Mr. Thompson
declared that the well was too far away,
and set a-bout getting the site changed.
As a matter of fact, the people were
thoroughly satisfied with the well as it was,
so handy to the town, and they signed a
letter to this effect. Mr. Thompson asked
the 'engineer at Day Dawn to alter the
s ite, and on that official refusing said he
would soon alter things. He then went
to his old friend the Minister and had it
altered although the well was down, and
very little remained to be done before
obtaining a good supply.

The Minister for Mines : That state-
ment is not correct.

Air. HEITMANK : At all events, Mr.
Thompson says himself that he altered
the site. I have a letter from the depart-
nient saying that the water was not satis-
factory. but I am prepared to abide by
the dccision -of those who had to use it as
t1o whether it was satisfactory or not.

This Mr. Thompson is able through his in-
fluence to have Government money spent
mn his particular locality in order to better
his mine. Regarding clean administra-
tion, I would refer once more to an old
matter, and a very sore matter so far as
I am concerned ; that is, the Royal Coin-
mission appointed somec 12 months ago to
inquire into charges made by me. The
Minister says his action was perfectly
clean and open on that occasion.
I will challenge him to say it. 1 will say
this, that from the time the commission
was appointed their object was to settle
the member for Cue. And they were not
afraid; they even stooped to try and
accomplish it. The actions of the Mini-
ster or some of his officers were not the
actions of honourable. men.

The Minister for Alines: I think, Mr.
Speaker, the hon. member is going too far.
He says that my. action was not that of
an honourable man.

Mr. SPEARKER: The hon. member
must withdraw that remark.

Mr. HEITMANN:' I will withdraw it;
bitt I am sorry .I cannot put it into any
other language which would mean the
sa inc thing.

Mr. SPEAKER: The hon. member
miust withdraw unconditionally.

Mr. HEITMANN: Very well; I with-
draw. I am not saying it here to get the
protection of the Chamber, or under
cover of the privileges of the House, I
have said the same thing on the public
platform. I have charged the Government
with doing certain things, which if it had
been found had not been proved would
have placed me behind bars at Frenmantle.
I am convinced of this, that so long as
the Royal Commissioner is a man who
can be possibly put under the control of
the present Government, and especially
of the present Minister for Mines, neither
Heitmana. nor any other Labour man
w ill ever get a chance. They did their
utmost, and they even extracted from the
files certain telegrams that they were not
prepared to have before this Chamber.
When they appointed one of the finest
wardens in the State--

Mr. SPEAKER:- Do you mean that
the Minister withdrew those telegramsI
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Mr. HEITMANN :I say he refused
to allow the file to come here with those
papers on it. Certain information was
extracted from the files. After the Comn-
nissioner was appointed, a wire was sent
by a certain influential man from Cue,
asking that Wardlen Troy should be re-
lieved, simply because they knew that
Warden Troy was too far above them to
be approached.

Mr. SPEAKER. :The lion. member
must not persist in that strain. I cannot
permit such a reflection oil the Minister,
or Onl any of his officers.

Mr. HEITMANN : I am, sorry. Mr.
Speaker-

Mr. SPEAKER :There is no question
about it. The lion. member said they
appointed 'Mr. Troy' because '31r. Troy
could not be approached. It is mlost un-
justifiable to uise such language.

,%rt. HETTMANN :I will withdraw
%what I. have said. But I mean to reflect
onl those gentlemen. They reflected on
me ; they tried to hound me out, but the
Ministry, failed. They did not treat me
as an honourable man.

Mr. SPEAKER :The lion. member
must not use that language. and lie must
withdraw that last remark.

Mi. HEITMANK Ver well. Mr.
Speaker, I will withdraw it: but I will
take the first opportunity of making these
remarks in a place where there will be a
possibility of my getting them heard. T
will state the facts, as I have stated them
before. I have invited them to bring mie
up for criminal libel :Yet they won't
touch me. I declare I have not had fair
play. T am doing this personally; I am
doing it with the object of removing this
man Lander, whose presence in the Mines
Department and whose occupation of the
position of mining inspector is an absolute
menace to the well-being of miners on
the fields. As long as I find this man
there abusing his privileges, thenr T will
endeavour to remove him. This inspector.
who has caused all this discussion and
been responsible for harsh wordls, is
employed by the Government to ad-
minister the Act that has been brought
in solely for the miners-as far as the
nme-owners are concerned there is no

necessity for mines reu lation or mining
inspectors. If, as I said, this gentleman
were to administer the Act as he should,
if he were conscientious and honest, there
would be no greater friend to the miner,
no greater protector to the miner, than
Mr. Lander ; the miners would look to
him with a great degree of safety ; but
instead we find him hobnobbing with the
managers, and closing his eyes to danger-
ouis places. Not only that, but wve find
him, in the ease of fatal and serious ac-
cidents, starting out at once to hide
things wiffieh might go against a company.
I have proved this, and I can prove -it
again with a fair man on the bench. Give
me a Judge of the Supreme Court, and
I will more than prove the charges.
During the investigation, I was onl -my
trial ;and if I had failed, the Mfinistry
would have made me resign or compelled
me to apologise to the Government. They
failed, and I am prepared to say this :I
did not get a fair deal. But it will con-
tinue. This man acted in such a wa r that
if the Minister for Mines were as much
concerned about the lives of the miners as
the inspector is about the boodlers in the
East or in London, he would remove him
from his position at once. Recently a
nin was killed at Errols, and the manager
or someone in connection with the com-
panty should have been placed in the dock.
Even anr amateur miner could see in that
case that the mnine was absolutely danger-
otus. This was bad enough ; but the in-
spector of mines went to this place and
drove out-though I will not object to
that-with, I believe, the mine manager
to view the place ; and be took charge of
the inquest onl that night. 'The inspector
of mines, supposed to administer an Act
brought in solely for the workers, acted as
council for the company at that particular
inquest. % man has only to look at the
evidence and the report of this individual
to find that he is prepared to tell an-
truths even over the body of a miner, to
protect a company. This is another serious
charge T would invite the Government to
inquire into ; but I know they will not.
I have proved him to be a liar before, and
I can prove it again in this particular ease
in connection with the proceedings at the
inquest. When expert evidence was
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brought in by the police to show on oath
that the mine was unsafe and that they
considered that no one should have worked
there, yet in the face of this MNr.
Lander passes over this quietly in his
report as if it was to be. Break a huge
engine onl one of thle Boulder wines and
there will be great trouble. You can pul]
lip the driver who caused it. But here is
the Mlines I)epartment responsible in
mnany cases for- thle lives of miners. allow-
ing Such things as I hare stated to pass by.
A manl has only to follow this particular
inspector and his tactics, to find out that
hie is absolutely unscrupulous and niot only
prepared to allow mines to be worked
dangerously, bot we find mien killed, and
this inspector- going there with the object
solely of covering uip any evidence that
there may be ag-ainst the company. One
only has to look at the evidence at this
in4uest and see in thle first place that the
brother of thre deceased asked for, an ad-
journment onl the ground that hie was not
accustomed to court procedure. He ap-
plied to he represented by counsel at the
inquest. Mr. Lander objected; and I
have it here onl a sworn declaration that
he wentL froin one end of tile table and
walked to thre other end and whispered
to thle coroner, who afterwards refused
to allow the adjournment. Here is a mian
trying to find out who is responsible for
the death of his brother, and 'Mr. Lander
said he could niot allow an adjourunent
because he had more important business
in soine other- part of the community.
And on leaving the scene of the accident
he left with the manager. He was met
somie 1.4 Miles from there and asked how
he got onl. He laughingly declared, "We
beat themn." meaning that the mining
manager and hie had beaten the unfor-
tunate relatives of the man who was
killed. You canl go from one end of the
Murchison to the other, you can converse
with the miners north, south, east, and
west, and you will find that if this in-
speetor is niot ridiculed, the feeling to-
wards inui is that of extreme hatred. In,
connection with this fatality-to give an
idea of the justice that is dealt out onl the
gold fields--the inqunest was started-in the
hurty on thle part of the inspector to
get it over-in the afternoon, and at 2

o'clock. in the morning the jury were in
the hush, around a camp fire, consider-
ing their verdict. That is what they think
of the life of a minler in that part of the
country. We find in the Mining Act that
certain people are disqualified fromt sitting
on ji~lieS ; yet two of the gentlemen. who
sat on this particular jury Wlere in
my opinion dlisqualified under the Act.
But when the jurymen brought in their
verdict, the foreman of the jury de-
clared the verdict to be one of accidental
death : nd then lie paused. He knew
that the other two jurymen were against
him, and lie wanted to add a rider. The
itnspector said, in a pointing way, " No
blame attachable to anyone' The fore-
mnan of the Jury did not reply. and the'
otherq :igreod withcl himi. [itilmy opilIHil
it had been arranged between the com-
pany, the inspector of mines and the jury-
mlenl.

At 61.5, file Speaker leff the Chair.
At 7.30, Chair resumed.

.1r. UEITMANN (resuming) I
ant dealing with. the inquest into thle
death of the man Smith at Errols, not
because it can do any good to the unfor-
tunate man, but so that if possible the
disgraceeful proceedings that took place
after the death mnay be avoided, and so
that the working of such dangerous
places in mines may be avoided, and also
to dIraw the attention of the public to the
a~ction of this wnan who should be an
hocuourable servant of the Mines Depart-
ment. Here is an extract from the report
of the Inspector of Mines upon this aeci-
dent

I beg to report on the accident as
follows :.-Nearly all the ore that has
been taken from this mine has been
worked fromt an open cut. A gradual
slope was mnade from the surface at an
angle of about 11 degrees, and a tram-
line laid to enable the ore to be drawn
in small wagons by a horse to the bat-
tery. A portion of the hanging wall
in the open cut was left standing; it
was this that fell at about 10.50 p.m.
on 21st -May, 1008, killing Frederick
William Smith and his horse. On ex-
amnination I found that the hanging
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wall had been supported by 4 "1tome,"1
head-boards and foot-boards which
were placed on a building interlaced
with timber, It will be seen by the
statements made by .. .. .. .. .. that
he examined the "toms" 390 seconds
before the ground fell and concluded
that there was no danger.

There is one statement in the report not
borne out 6y the evidence. The inspec-
tor stated thiat there were four "tows"l
or pieces of timber holding up this
ground. There were four witnesses, ex-
cept the manager of the lease, and three
of thenm said there were only two lpieces
of timber, while another said there were
three pieces. Mir. Lander said about one
4nmndred tons of stuff fell down, but the
evidence of experts sent by the police to
expaine the place shows that from 150
tons to 300 tons of stuff fell. Mr. Lander
winds- op his report by saying :

From the evidence before us, I con-
clude that tile mass had beeni settling
for nearly kin hour before it fell. But
the umovemient was so silent on account
of the natural cleavage, that the only
indication of danger was the falling of
the fine dirt. which was attributed to
the wind. I quite agee with the ver-
diet of the jury that no blame was
attachable to anyone, and I also agree
with the rider "that loose dirt should
not be allowed to lie on overhanging
ground."

As a matter of fact, this is M~r. Lander's
own verdict, and I say here, and it can
be borne out if inquiry is mnade, which I
certainly expect to be made, that Mir.
Lainder, the Inspector of Mines, took
charge of the inquest. The acting-
coroner, who went out to hear the ease,
was a- man who had never 'sat on the
bench before, and the moment a point
arose as to what questions might be al-
lowed to put to witnesses. Mr. Lander
rose in the court and walked from one
end of the table and whispered to the
cornuer. and the coroner disallowed cer-
tain questions. Mr. Lander says that he
agrees with the verdict Then let us
hear what some of the miners who -worked
in Chat place and left it only on the day

of the accident have to diay. Here is the
sworn declaration of one man :-

I declare that I am a miner of twenty
years' experience. I was employed as
miner at the Wha Gold.- Mine, Eachl,
for about three months prior to the
21st May, 1008. Most of that time I
worked in the open cut. I am well ac-
quainted with the workings at the spot
where Smith was killed, For some
rime previous to the fatal accident I
considered the place absolutely unsafe
for anyone to work in, and about a
month before the fatal accident a fall
of ground took place, partly burying
a man named Bonham who had to be
released by his mates. I had com-
plained of the unsafe conditions to the
underground boss, Pooley. I asked
him to put in bulkheads to hold up
the ground. Pooley replied that he
could not get the timber required.
Durinlg the time I worked them, four
falls of grouu4 had taken place, one
time as much as 30 tons falling. About
500 tons fell when Smith was killed.
About a month before the fatal acci-
lent I was ordered to shoot away a pil-
lar from under the ground which feli
away. I told -Pooley that when the
pillar was taken away the whole lot
would conic in. The dangerous state
of the mine was the subject of
commuent on the part of the miners
generally. Practical miners coming
to Errols after getting a, job had re-
fused to start on account of the unsafe
state of the mine. T expected the fal
and Was not Suirprised when it took
pilace. I left the mine after having a
few words with Pooley, because I was
not satisfied with the conditions.

That is one mian's view of the condition
of the ground which the inspector eon-
side red practically safe, otherwise I con-
sider he shookd have taken action. Here
is; another man's opinion ;

I declare that I am a miner of fi!-
teen years' experience and that for
three months prior to the day of the
fatal accident to Smith I was employed
as miner at the Wha Gold Mining Co.,
Errols. I remnember the fatal accident
to a gmian named Smith. I had worked
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in the open 'cut where the accident
happened. I had complained to Poo-
Icy, the underground manager, of the
unsafe conditions of workings. Several
timues I had complained and asked him
several times to put in pigsties. On
the day of the accident Poorey asked
me to go and work in the place where
later in the day the accident happened.
I refused and left the job. The place
where the accident happened had given
signs of its unsafe state.

Here are two men, one with twenty years'
mining experience and another with
fifteen years' mining experience, who left
the job because they considered it was
unsafe ; but in face of this, the miner's
friend, Air. Lander, the Inspector of
Mines, declared that he agreed with the
verdict of the jury, a verdict which he
himself was instrumental in having placed
on record. During the time this inquest
was being held, 'Mr. Lander interjected
on many occasions. He seemed to take
charge of the whole proceedings ; and
generally speaking, as I heard one man
gay in Errols, when I made inquiry into
this, a stranger would naturally hare
thought they were inquiring into the death
of the horse instead of into the death of
the miner. Later on, the jury were forced
to go out into the bush and light a fire to
keep them from freezing while consider-
ing their verdict. This is the kind of jus-
flee dealt out to out-hack miners in Wes-
tern Australia by this so-called conscien-
tious servant of the public, the Inspector
of Mines, Mr. Lander. To conclude this,
Mr. Lander, after the verdict was brought
in, went to one of the jurymen. and in his
usual patronising style said, "You have

.done well ; it is very cold ; here is half-

.a sovereign to buy a bottle of whisky."
I want to know who is paying for this
-whisky, and what does it mean that the in-
spector of mines should be lbuying
whisky for the members of a jury?
There is no doubt about this, and if the
Minister for Mines will make inquiry, he
will fluff that everything I have stated
is correct in connection with this case.
But it is not only on one occasion that
this gentleman has acted in a like manner.
As I have said before and as I will say
ntil he is removed from his .position,

as long a6 there is a possibility of hid-
ing any evidence that will support tin in-
jurevd miner lie -will hide it. [Interjec-
tion by Mr. Taylor.] He has no con-
sideration for widows or orphaned chil-
dren ; and it is well known to the
Minister for MXines this man was removed
from Kalgoorlie ; and without any
trouble we can get to know what people
think of the inspector from one cod of
'Western Australia where they have had
experience of him. The Mines Depart-
ineut know it, the MIinister knows it, and
I consider the Minister is just as bad
as the inspector to allow this to continue
year in and year out. I can assure the
Minister and the Government that as long
as r can I ami going to endeavour to pro-
tect the workers. It is all very fine for
the Government to say they are doing
things to assist the mining industry, but
let them for a moment not altogether de-
vote their assistance to men working their
shows, or prospecting, or the men who put
capital into shows, because they are not
the miost imiportant factor. Let them for
a moment consider the men working& in
the mines under conditions not altogether
favourable to health, and let the Minister
endeavour to give the best possible in-
spectors of mnines that they may guard
in every way possible within the limits
of the Mines Regulation Act the working
mutner. I conclude this subject by hoping
that the Minister will make inquiries into
it. It is the subject of talk right through
that part of the country' ; one can hear
it anywhere: yet this inspector goes snmil-
ing on his way. No notice is taken of
it;- no notice is taken of any charge that
may be made before the Minister h ut I
amn going to continue whether I am ac-
cused of personal spleen or not, and even
if the miners themselves turn against
me, I am going to follow this man until
he is removed, so long as he acts in the
*ay he has acted in the last two or three
months. Once more turning to the asser-
tion of the Minister for Mines, who has
been travelling through the country of
late, and one would he inclined to think
that he was a model right enough as a
Minister, we hear him talking of his un-
adulterated democracy. Where was his
democracy when he refused his own ee-
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tors votes, when be issued writs to pre-
vent 570 names from being entered on the
roll of his own electoratel

Mr. SPEAKER: The hon. member
mast recognise the Minister's office.
That is a reflection. It is a distinct
charge that the Mlinister was guilty of
an act unbecoming to a Minister, and not
alone to a Minister but to a member of
Parliament. I cannot allow it.

Mr. HEITMANN : The Minister de-
clares his policy is one of unadulterated
democracy.

Mr. SPEAKER : The hon. member
must withdraw.

Mr. HEITMANN :I withdraw that
statement I made, but let its take our
iniods back a little while, and we will re-
member the returns laid on the table of
the House showving- that at the time of the
last general elections there were 570 sp-
plications for votes that had been
mnatured but were in the office of the
-electoral registrar At Menzies. It is a
well known fact that a telegram was sent
from Menzies to Perth notifying certain
people that such wv~s the case, and before
these applications had time to mature
the writ wvas issued. Was this the act of
a democrat when one refused to give his
own constituents votes? If so, I do not
know what democracy is. Only recently
we have had another example of the de-
mocraicy and clean administration of the
Government. Only recently we had an
election for the Legislative Council and
in that case we find that the date of the
issue of the writ was known to some
people before it was known by the public
generally.

The Minister for Alines : May I ask
who issued that writ I1

Mr. HEITMANN : I do not know.
The Minister for Mi,,es: It was

issued by the President of the Legislative
Council.

Mr. EEITMA .N He is going to
act in accordance with the wishes of the
Government, for the Government is above
bin,. After this notice was sent out, there
was a supplementary roll issued for one
of the provinces and on this supplementary
roll were the names of the democrats
,,f the type of the present Government.

On the supplementary roll was a total of
51 ; freeholders 2, shift bosses 2, firemen
5, chemist 1, assayers 4, mines inspector
1, electricians 3, ine managers 7, account-
ants 4, coachman 1, mining surveyors 3,
leaseholders 2, inspector of police 1,
clerks 3, engineers 3, metallurgists 4,
sampler 1, auctioneer 1, storekeeper 1,
grazier 1, time-keeper 1, and miner 1.
They must have made a mistake. This
is another example of what we can ex-
pect in conection with the various Acts
which we have on the statute book. It
is all very well for the Minister to go
through the country takting credit for the
Mines Regulatiomv Act, the Electoral Act
and various other Acts, but these Acts
are not administered as they should be.
The Mines Regulation Act should be
talled an Inspection of Accidents Act,
for it is only when an accident happens
that any notice is taken of this Act.

Mr. Seaddon :They are busy at pre-
sent at Kalgoorlie taking action.

'Mr. HEITMANKT: Very likely, for
something has happened there. As far
as the Murchison is concerned, the Act
is a dlead letter. In conclusion I can only
say I have brought this matter forward
so as to have it ventilated. I should
have brought it forward in the shape of a
motion, if I had thought there would
have been time to deal with it. No doubt
this is the last time I shall speak in the
Rouse before the elections, hut I trust
when we come back again some of the
Ministers at all events wvill be missing.

The HONORARY MINISTER (Hon.
J. Mitchell) :I regret to say that no
one listening as we have done during the
last few days to the speeches delivered
could come to any other conclusion than
one against our system of part)' gov-
erment. It seems to me this country is
not getting a fair deal. We ought to be
able to consider every question brought
before the House in a calm and dispas-
sionate manner. It ought to be possible for
the best men in the country to give their
best judgmient on questions affecting the
people. As this is party government. we
hardly find this to be the case. But we
have the system and it is no use saying
much awainst it. - But from the speeches
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delivered we are bound to realise that
there must be something better. It seems
to he wrong that we shonld come here and
spend our time in delivering speeches
which can hardly be expected to advance
the interests of the country or its indus-
tries generally. I do not propose to follow
in the same strain. I do not care, so far as
I am concerned, where the ideas come
from so long as they are good. If my
friends opposite can formulate a policy
more likely to make for the good of the
country, that would be a more liberal and
better policy than the policy formulated
by the Moore Government, then I am here
to say that I would be very glad indeed
to follow them. But can they do it? Have
they done it? I think not.

Mr. Walker: You are following the
Labour policy; that is all you are doing.

The HONORARY MINISTER: Then
if I am following- the Labour policy, I am
following a very good policy indeed; but
1I venture to say the judgment of -the
people would be against my learned
friend. I have yet to learn that anyone
sent to Parliament has the right to give
expression to any idea, and then say no
one else is to mention it, no one must
think of it, you are not to touch it, it is
mine. That is not the position. If an
idea comes from another part of the
House and is considered good, I shall be
very glad to support it. the hon. member
said that we got their ideas in regard to
the land tax. I do not know if that is so.
I think his ideas were more strong: On that
point than ours, and I think that if he
had had his way the land tax would have
been a very different one,. and a very dif-
ferent thing for the lands of the State.
I wrdn to say that whilst I hold these
views-and I said I would support any
good idea, and I mean that entirely- no
matter where I sit at any time while I amn
a nmember of the House I will undertake
not to oppose anything that is good in
my opponents. or anything good that is
suggtested to the House, no matter where
it conme,; from. The member for Guild-
ford has claimed that the Government
thirough a Royal Commission instituted
the s 'ystem of agricultural railways. That
may be so; I believe it is so. That Coin-
mnissioin made many excellent rec~ommen-

dations, and it made many recommen-
dations which I think the hon. member
would hardly like the Government to give,
effect to. I ami quite willing to concede
that the recommendation for building-
cheap agricultural. lines did come from the
Royal Commission. I would like to read
a idte of Ole report of that Commnission,
since the member for Guildfordl takes so
much credit for the appointment of that
Commission, so that memibers may see
what that Commission did. There are a
few words I want to read to members in
order that I iuay prove what I have said
is correct. We are perfectly willing ta
take ideas that are good from any com-
mission, and as the member said we took
the idea of building agricultural railways
from the Commission, that -was a good
idea, but it was left to this Government
to give effect to the recommendation.
[Mr. Scaddan: When was the report sub-
mitted ?] The hon. member knows very,
wvell when it was submitted. I have no-
thing to say against 'the report, for there
are many excellent recommendations in
that report. If we were to carry out
every idea that comes to us even from the
other side, probably we. should not he
doing our best by this country. Para-
graph 42 of the report of the Commission
deals with the Agricultural Bank, in
which, as members know, I am interested.
It says: -

" Closely associated with the develop-
ment of land settlement during the last
few years have been the operations of
the Agricultural Bank, and while the
problem of economical clearing and cul-
tivating was being solved, its aid was
invaluable to the struggling settler as
well as beneficial to the State in aiding
in securing abundant practical proof
of the value of our land. Having ac-
conuplished these purposes, the time ap-
pears to be opportune for considering
what is to be the future scope of this
institution- Is its aid required in de-
mionstrating the capabilities of our
land 9 The Commission is of opinion
that the sworn testimony of the clients
of the bank, and its own records, give
ample proof that its aid is no farther
ueL'ded to prove the high value of the
State'sc agricultural lands. The remain-
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img province left to the bank would thus
appear to be mainly philanthropic,
viz., financial assistanee to persons with
little or no capital. The question may
then be asked: Is the State justified in
following this philanthropic practice,
after having, in conjuncton with the
pioneers of the newer methods of farm-
ing, shown to the world the excellent
opportunities open to faniers with
moderate capital upon its wheat lands?
The Commission is of opinion that the
time is approaching-if it has not al-
ready arrived-when the funds of the
bank should not be available for per-
sons outside the State, and conseientlv
should no longer he used as a means of
attraction. Splendid work has been
done by settlers and the bank in demion-
strating the great field open to fanning
enterprise, and it is reasonable to re-
quire of those who desire to avail them-
selves of the opportunities thus dis-
played that they must bring money or
credit wherewith to etablish themselves,
(hr wait till they have earned either one
or the other. Why should the savings
of the people, it may be asked, or the
credit of the State he absorbed in giv-
ing monetary aid to strangers, while
thousands of residents are hampered
nnd State lands left idle through lack
of rajlwayg9'"

Mr. Scaddan: There is good solid sense
in that.

The HONORARY MINISTER: The
hon. member says there is good solid
sense in that. I venture to say there is
not much sense i's that part of the report,
althoug-h there is a great deal of good in
the report. There is no doubt that we are
prepared to support any good thing sug-
gested by the Opposition or through a
Commission appointed by the Labour
Government when in power. But I am
not going to follow blindly any recoin-
inendation, particularly such a recommen-
dation as I have just read in regard to the
Agricaltural Bank. As I have said I
h~old it to be right to follow every good
suggstion which is in the national
interest. I have Rio sympathy with the
ei~ to "straighten the finances at any

price," of which we hear so much. I sup-
pose what is meant by straightening the
finances is to make both ends meet. If we
have not made both, ends meet this year
then there has been a very small margin.
Of 'course the deficit is not to be paid off in
one short year. If we are living within
our means wye are doing all that can be&
expected of us.

Mr. Bath: You have had three years.
The HONORARY MINISTER: The-

hon. member was a short time in power,
but he was not there long enough to get
a grip of his office.

Mr. Bath: I had three weeks.
The HONORARY MINISTER: I

think that was long enough for the hon.
member. We are in our third year, and
during that time the Government have'
lived practically within their means.

Mr. Bath : rous were expected to do
better when you were in a bank.

The HONORARY MINISTER: Yes,
if I made people pay eight or ten per
cent, there would soon be an outcry. The
Government came here to straighten the
finances. I think we have straightened
the finances and I think every credit is-
due to the Treasurer for what he has done.
It is not possible to pay off the deficit in
a short period.

Mr. Stuart: The deficit is £211,000.
The HONORARY MINISTER: What

is £211,000 to a great State like this?
Mr. Stuart: It is still increasing.
The HONORARY MINISTER:

Would the hon. member have us stand
still I Would the country endorse the
policy suggested by my honourable friend?
Standing' still would not straighten the
finances. It is not possible to do all the
work in a moment. We have lived within
our means and done a large amount of
work, and every economy has been exer-
cised in every department, which has
proved beneficial to the country. The
member for Ouildford said something
about the loan expenditure. I do not in-
tend to draw comparisons between what
was done in 1904-5 and what is done now.
There is no reason to do that. We are
here to do the best we can for the country,
and it is just as well to make a compari-
son between this year and the year just
passed as to make a comparison with the-
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year 1904-5. Still there is no need to
make comparisons. We must face the
position as it is, and wve can afford to face
it as it is without losing any of our cheer-
fidness; and that is what I want members
to do, and that is wvhat we are here to-
night for. I want to talk to the people of
the country in order that they may take
the tole more cheerfully. But the fates
are against me. There is a missing link
and I cannot reach the people. [Reference
here is to absence of Press reporters.]
Howvever, it is sufficient for me to be able
to express my views in this House. What
do wea find in connection with the trading
concerns, which after all are responsible
for nearly the whole of the money
borrowed. Our loan indebtedness is
something over twenty million pounds, the
actual total being £20,493,000. In trad-
ig concerns the sum of sixteen million
pounds is invested, while there is a sink-
ing fund of two million pounds, and we
have in hand to expend the sum of one
and a quarter millions. In all we have
£19,183,000 well invested, leaving only
£:1,310,000 spent on works of a moure or'
less nonproductive character. Is there
anything to be alarmed at in that? In
1904-5 we made a loss on our trading
concerns of £5,600 ; in 1906-7 the loss
was £3,500 ; but by the time we reached
'1907-8 we had learned to do things better,
and managed to finish that year with a
profit on the trading concerns of some-
thing like £90,000. That profit, iii addli-
tion to all the indirect benefits which the
building of these works must give, is a
result, to be proud of. We have spent
more inoney than was spent three years
ago, and we have not asked the taxpayer
to bear anyv addit ional eost. The
position is very much better now than it
-was three years ago. Can anything be
said against using the State's credit for
the purpose of developing the interests
of the State ? I should imagine no muem-
her, wvhen lie knows the true financial
position, will have anything to say against
the borrowing policy of the Government.
My experience as a bank manager proved
to me that most of my customers who
were worth having were the men who
did not mind using their credit to develop
their holding, and businesses. [.Mr. Bath:

A-nd for improving the business of the
bank. ] Nearly altogether for the good
of the man, and those who became the
richest and'the largest holders of property
were those who were not afraid to
borrow. If those men had not borrowed
they would never have saved enough to
have placed them in the position which
they reached. It is a recognised fact in
the world that any fool can make iboney
if he has it ; but it takes a wise man to
make it with other people's money. I
think this country is governed wisely, aad
that we can well afford to borrowr more
money. That is the position I take up
as to the progressive policy of the Govern-
ment, a policy of using our credit so that
the country may be developed. 'Members
w~ill surely agree with me that if one can
do so much by pledging his credit it is a
good policy to follow. It also seems to
me that in all matters of expenditure on
public works it is reasonable to ask the
users to pay. The people who use rail-
wvays, and other wvorks, are quite willing
to pay. The building of railways en-
hances the value of the laud ; not only
the land adjacent to the railways but also
the land in towns and throughout the State
generally. I desire to refer nowv to the
wvork of my D~epartmnent. When I was
returned to Parliament I said flint
economy should he practised. Everyone
does say so. Of course when I hadi the
opportunity of endeavouring to practise
what I preached, I did so, with the result
that the Dep&.rtment over which I pre-
side, which cost the coo ntrv in 1903-6
£39,546, in the following year cost
£31,PQ93, and last year £32,545. In my
first year I therefore saved about £7,600,
and last year. with all the additional work
undertaken by the Department-and I
think members will agree with me that we
have endeavoured to do some work there
-the cost to the country is £7,000 less thanx
in 1905-6. We have taken on a great
many extra branches of work. We now
do the stock buying for the whole of the
Government. We buy all the horses for
the department, and subsidise the agri-
cultural societies to a much greater extent
than formerly. Tn connection with the
Agricultural Bank there is an increased
expenditure there, this heing due to the
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increased business. The result, however,
is an increased profit, and it does not
cost the State one penny to run that
establishment. The Bank itself provides
for the total expenditure. Additional in-
spectors bad -to be appointed, and
additional work was rendered neces-
sary in consequence of the increased
business, but all that extra cost
is provided for from the revenue of the
institution. We need not therefore take
the increased expenditure on the Bank
into consideration. Every department in-
cluides some trading concerns. I have a
few of these in my department. We hear
criticisms about the freezing works for
instance, and the member for Perth has
something to say about the balance sheet
of that concern. He can take it from me
that whenever he likes he will find out all
about the balance sheet, and we will see
that there is a balance of over £C1.300 on
this year'sz transactions. Then, too, in con-
nection with the markets, we show a very
bandsome profit for the year of £1,250.
I hare endeavonred to push on the work
of this department to the greatest possible
extent. I have controlled it as Honorary
Minister, and I have done thle work in the
same way as if I were controlling my own
affairs. T have endeavoured to make all
these trading concerns pay as well as
possible, and have tried to do the work
just as economically and well as if the
concerns belong to myself. Then, too,
you know that we run a number of farms.
These in the past have been called experi-
mental farms, and were, an expensive
luxury, but now they are being turned
into farms of the ordinary kind, but at
which experiments are undertaken. They
have now got beyond the experimental
stage, although at Haele this work is
still going onl to a considerable extent,
but it is -work done in the interests of
the country. It is being carried on as
an encouragement to the agricultural
farmers, and to Provide them with an
object lesson :but in order to provide a
useful and proper object lesson we have
to show, and are now showing, that the
work can he done without any charge
against the country. At farms other than
that at Hamel a very handsome profit is
being shown this year. I mention this be-

cause some people think that these farms
should be purely experimental. I do not
agree with that, for I think an experi-
ment that pays is the one which will
appeal most strongly to the people.
There is nothing so good as for an object
lesson to result in the production of a
cheque. Personally I like to see a cheque
at the end of my day's work, and the
same applies to experiments in agricul-
tural work. We practise commercialism
in our farms, and I consider that this
practice, resulting well financially, will
provide thle most valuable lesson we could
possibly give. It would be wrong for thle
Government to run these experimental
farmis if we did not endeavour to do the
best possible to make them payable con-
cerns. We have the satisfaction of know-
ing that wherever we find one of these
farms we see that it is doing a little better
than the next best fann in the district.
That is brought about by applying the
simple and proper methods of agriculture.
[M1r. Taylor : Those on the experimental
farms have all the experience, and the
Government money behind them.] Up
to comnparatively reently these farina did
not pay, and they could not be eonsiderei'
to be the best in the districts. No more
money is spent on those farms than I
wold spend onl a farm of my own, and
the member would spend exactly the same
if he owned a farm. Every head of stock
on the farms is expected to do the
maximum amount of work. Doubtlesi
if my friend had a farm with a fine teamn
of horses he would treat the animal§ more
leniently than that. At each farm we
have endeavoured to carry on exper-i-
mental work suitable for the district, and
we are now experimenting with the sand
plains. We are endeavonring, by the
growing of crops, to bring those sand
plains into use. Surely that is an experi-
mental work worth following up, as it
will mean so much to the State if we
can have these poor lands. made possible
for settlement. [M1r. Taylor :Are you
irrigating them?) 'No. Perhaps I should
refer to the work of the experimental
farm at 'Brunswick. The farm there is
doing good educational work, and we are
supplying some people in this State with
milk and butter now. Twelve months ago
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it was oniy just thought of, while to-day
we are providing an experiment in
irrigation which will work wonders in the
South-Western portion of the State.
[Mfr. Bolton :Who is the irrigation
engineer ?] Ask that question in the
ordinary way and you will get an answer.
The work is in good hands and we are
providing an object lesson that will be
followed with great advantage to the
people of the State. We have heard soe
criticism about Mr. Compere, the ento-
mologist. I do not know what members
think of it, but what I think is that that
criticism was entirely undeserved and
should never have been printed. There is
no doubt about the work he js doing,
and he was most successful last year
in introducing to the State the fruit-fly
parasite. He is doing a very great deal
of good work, and notwithstanding Mr.
Froggatt's criticism, we intend to continue
the work. We have heard so much about
the Agricultural Bank that it is probably
unnecessary for me to say much more
about it. However, I should like to say
a9 word or two as to the management. As
you know, the manager is now on leave
for a well deserved rest. The deputy-
manager, with the trustees, is looking af ter
the husiness. During the year, we have
had the experiment of management under
trustees, and that experiment has proved
most satisfactory. When we introduced
the system it was thought it would not
work well. However, the system has re-
sulted in good to the customers and I
think the House will agree with
mne that we are indehted to the gentle-
min who constitute the hoard, for
their interest in the work. Five
years ago we dealt with 250 appli-
rations4; this year we dealt with 2,294; so
that you will see there has been an im-
mens-e increase in connection with the
working of the bank. We have authorised
in this one year the clearing of 120,000
aceres, the ringbarking of 22,000 acres,
and the fencing of 3,500 miles. In addi-
tion we have advanced £31,000 for the
purpose of buying breeding stock. The
result of the year's trading has been a
profit of £4,000, making a total reserve of
£C18,000. It has been said that the limit
of £E500 advanced by the bank is not suffi-

cient. Thorn inquiries wade I find that
the- people want more money; but the
question of increasing this amount will
have to comne up for consideration in the
near future, and the House will have to
be asked to amiend the law if it is thought
necessary to do so. Thiere is one black
spot we have to deal with, and that is the
rabbit question. There is no doubt that
the fences erected at a cost of £35,00@?
have done emcellent work, and I think the
member for Guildford is entitled to take
some credit for the way in which the con-
struction of the fenbes was hurried on by
his Government. The result to-day is
that there are practically no rabbits inside
the inner fence. But the question of
keeping 'down the rabbits is a most
serious one, and will entail immense ex-
penditure. I can assure hon. members.
that the best that can be done is being
done. The Leader of the Opposition ob-
jected to the visits that were being paid
by Ministers to the country. [Mr. Bath:
Not the visits, I said the promises.] I
understood he objected to the visits. At
any rate, I would like to say a word or
two in regard to this vast area that I have
travelled over during the past three
maonths. I have endeavoured to see as
much of the State as possible. We have
been doing- without a Director of Agri-
culture, and it has been necessary that I
should undertake a good deal of the work
that would have fallen on him. The work
of the Department of Agriculture is
largely work of encouragement. I have
visited a great portion of this State dur-
in- the past three months, as hon. mem-
bers know. I was as far south as Tam-
bellup, and as far north as Wongan Hills,
and throughout my journey, covering
nearly 2,000 miles, I was in good wheat
country. When wve remember that a few
years. ago it was said that the State
could not feed its people, it will be real-
ised what a mistake was made. We should
realise we have an enormous acreage of
first-class wheat lands, extending from
above Geraldton in the north, almost t6
Albany in the south, a distance of some -
thing like 500 miles. I want to say that I
feel it is necessary I should plant my
heels on the soil and talk there. If hon.
members or anyone else desire informa-
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dion in regard to this country, I would Agricultural Bank more eeonomicaiiy
sar to them to go and do likewise. These than it is being run to-day. There is aiso
visits to the country justify me in sayitig the question of dairying which we hav-e
that in the 60,000,000 acres which form to face. It is being faced by the Govern-
the South-West Division, we have a ning- went at their dairy farm in the Southi,
nificent heritage; something that is going and it is also being faced by many Settlers
to produce for the State much greater in the State. We realise, as we nw-si,
vealth than we are producing from the that to send thousands of pomid out if
various other industries to-day. I do Dot the State for butter is absolute[,, wrong,
went to say a word against gold produc- and I think hon. members will agree Ihtt
flon, but i say there is enough land in [he Government were quite justlhee 'n.
this one corner of the State to produce bringing in an expert to ;tssist in the es-
more wealth than will ever be produced tablishinent of the dairying industry- in
by the goldfields. I am calling the atten- this State. It goes without saying that
tion of people in the State to the value railways play an imporant part in the de-
of this country; in fact, I have been en- velopment of the country; and one of the
deavonuring to do this for the past two good things that the Commission did wls
years . hare been astonished to meet to establish the 15 mniles limit. That is
many new selectors; so many men who good, of course. and right; and when the
have come from almost every part of the people of this country have to face the
world, many even from the goldfields who question of providing railway facilities,
hare taken lip land and are quite con- they will be bringing all the. wheat land
tented with their lot. They realise that of the State within the 15 miles radius of
the country needs settlers. It is -an as- the railway service. It is hrue also that
tonlisbing thiing to get into the haekbilocks, you would never settle the cotuntry if
30 miles away from ally existing railway, you waited for the rich ini to colle
and to have a meeting of 60 settlers who along. It would be impossible to wait for
bhare comne in from their holdings where such people. [1Mr. Brown: You won't
they have been doing work of develop- have the. big manl at all.] There is a
inent. Ir I mnade promises to anyv of these place for the big man, hut there is .a par-
stlers during the course of thjose meet- ticular place for th6 niman who will take
itigs, the promises I Assure hon. members hold of the right end of the axe and g-et
'*ere fully justified. I know, that this to work, realisinig what hie has to do. Wve
cOuntry will havi e to provide a great deal have set about the work of encouraging
-of money for the development of the land. the people to go onl our lands, and wve
We are not going to put people there hav-c endeavoured to miake it possible for
Without griving themt facilities such as rail- alt to op out into the country and do some-
*Sys, ioads, or without schools, or the thring towards production. We think too,
other things that go to make life worth it is advisable to give our owni wen a
living. It has been a pleasure to mc and chance, and I 'would certainly give the men
"i instruction to visit many of these wvho are on the spot the first chance in
places and see the rich areas. As I hare connection with ary settlement sceheme we
aid, when you realise that the wheat maty have onl hand. We have formutlated
lands extend fi-or Oeraldton in the north a special settlement sceeie and we are
to Albany in the south, you realise the settling 50 people onl our land at Tamumin
enormous future agriculturally before the in my own district, wrhich really means
State. Apart fromt the encouragement we this, that they are provided with the
are giving to the wheat-grvower, we are necessary money to start; sufficient matter-
enlcouraging the fruit-g-rower; we are en- ials: to build a house; food for the first
couraging the manl who rears sheep, and we month,. and are taken out to the holdings,
are encouraging the people to endeavour and then they work tinder the provisions.
to do all the work that a farmer ought to of the Agricultural Bank Act. Even,'
db6. It is a question that will involve a man there is given a sufficient area of laud4
steat deal of expenditure, in the future, to make a start for himsqelf, a sufficient
!t here is no possibility of working- the area to enable him to show that lie can
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make a success of it; and success for him,
aFskwe all know wvell, means success for the
State. This is anl ordinary settlement
schemne, and it lies been placed in charge
of 1r, .lolin Robertson, and I hope it will
be the forerunner of miany such schemes.
It is different from tie settlemnent at N,\an-
geenati, the ditference being that at Nan-
geenan the settlers. were given smnall
areas, not enough for a man to live onl,
-whereas here we have given eacht manl a
complete farm. There are many people
who desire to get onl the land, and at once.
Some hont. member last night mentioned
something about the delay in connection
w ith land settlemient. Wie have already
realised that. We have realised that it
is impossible under our systemn of free
selection to avoid delays. When yoLI come
to think of it, you will agree that to allow
a man to wandler about this great area in
the S-'outh-W est corner to select wherever
he likes, there must he delays. We cannot
have a suirveyor following on the heels of
the selector: that would be imlpossible in
these tlavs; of so much selection. We pro-
pose to obviate the delay: we propose to
cut up these areas near the railwav line
into suitable fariis, and we pjropose to
set an ) uricultinral Batik authorisation
against eclh block, so-that the selector will
know exactly what he is to get. The
hank authorisation will he for the pur-
pose of i gharking,1 fencing, procuringl
storek, and making provision for wvater.
This will be set out clearly against each
block before a main is asked to select.
[A Member: When will that come into
force ?] In the near future: the land is
bhig surveyed now. Sonic laud is being
surveyed for treatment under the special
svsteni righlt away. and I suppose in a
nionth ''r two we shall lie ready' to offer
these blocks to the publiv. [.Jr. .lngwiu:
There are 500 men waiting.] I wish there
were 5.000 iiien waiting; we would be
able to accommnodate themt. At any rate
I have explained the scheme to the House.
hecanse wve are right into it now, and I
want member-, to realise that the Govern-
ment are doing their best by imeans of
these settlements; and with the aid of the
Agricultural Bank to place our people on
the land. We believe in getting the best
men :.ee ion the laud, and we are en-

deavouring to eater for them by means of
these special settlements. The question
of opening uip the Far North has yet to be
faced. That work has yet to coine; but I
ami souto that when tropical culture is
tieid there will it will revolutionise that
part of the country. Also in the South-
'ANT ast there are millions of acres of first-
class land liwaiting selection,. but with
these lands we will have to face a question
mu connection with drainage and irriga-

t.Aj ain, all who hare given any at-
tention to thc question of the metropoli-
tan mnilk supply will realise that the ques-
tion of drainag-e niear to the city 35 an im-
liortant one, and one that should have
been faced years, ago. The Government
have realised that this question of drain-
age and irrigation has to be faced, and we
are attempting to face it; aind in the near
future the result ought to be a decided
iniprovemient iii intense culture for dairy-
ing purposes aiid in fruit growing.' An-
other work undertaken that has been of
gr-eat interest to me has been the search
for phosphates. We have had a geologist
omit and have nmade some discoveris
which seemt to point to something
big in the way of plhosphatic de-
Posits. The member for Katanning
(Hon. F. H1 Piessel has referred
to stock iniporations, and I think he has
said all1 that need be said in regard to that
matter. The Government have imported
521 cows and 21,502 sheep, which have
been distributed to the farmers of the
State ; and only yesterday I made
arrangements to buy 4,500 sheep which
will conmc to hand during next month for
distribution among the farms This is
my idea in connection with this matter.
I think we should form a pool of
£100,000 for the purchase of stock ; and
I think that pool should be kept alive by
repayments from time to time until we
have stocked up all this land in the South-
West corner of the State. Members will
realise that with the purchase money
being- returned each year, in ten
years time £100,000 should do a great
deal towards stocking up the country as
I have indicated. [Mr. Both - You are
a hit of a socialist.] The Opposition
have no monopoly of ideas, even if they
have expressed* them. We have a right
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to know something about them. Members
opposite may express ideas, but I am
afraid it is often left to us to carry them
out. We never resent any suggestion
which means a good idea from our friends
opposite. There is a subject which is ex-
ercising the minds of the people in the
metropolitan area just now, that is the
question of tuberculosis. No doubt it is
disturbing the minds of people in the
State. [Mr,. I. Brown :Why do you
not discharge the inspector ?] I am
afraid if we discharged all the officers
who should be discharged in the opinion
of- the member for Perth, we should not
have many left in the service. I do not
know whether this question is exercising
the minds of some members of this House,
but it is one that is exercising the public
wind, and it is right the public should
interest themselves and that they should
be protected to the fullest possible ex-
tent and should know exactly what this.
outbreak means. Dairy cattle are prone
to the disease, particularly the heavy
milkers. The disease is infectious and
is spread and encouraged by environ-
ment. It is communicated to other ani-
meals and the germs are fed by people
who do not know much about the disease.
The germs of tuberculosis are given every
facility to be fed to the animals, and they
sometimes develop within 40 days. But
the tuberculin test as applied is not in-
fallible, It does not necessarily follow
that every milk cow that responds to the
test is injurious to public health. In
fact, I believe that unless a tow is ob-
viously diseased, unless she shows by her
condition or by the enlargement of some
gland that she is diseased, it seldom hap-
pens that the milk is infected. I say this,
realising the responsibility of what I am
saying ; and I say, too, that the public
should be protected in this matter. Tuber-
culosis exKists everywhere, and a similar
system of inspection exists everywhere.
In the East and all the world over where
dairy herds supply milk for the people
they are subject to continuous and rigid
inspection. So there can be no harm in
the system being carried out here. It
should have been done before this. How-
ever, it is being done now, and of course
there is a scare straigl4 away. hiut thpre-

is no need for people to feel that there -is
any great danger, because the chances.
are that the inspection which has been,
made has weeded out the cows that may
be a menace to public healthi. From
time to time there may be other cows that
inly respond to the test, and they will,
have to be removed from the herds ; but
it does not follow that the milk supplied
from the dairy herds is liable to be dis-
eased, It must be realised that in this
State wve are doing only just as muchr
to protect the people in the matter of
the milk supply as is done elsewhere, and
we want it to he realised that the in-
speetions have not resulted in the dis-
covery of so many cows being affected.
In some of the herds there has been a
big percentage, but in other herds all the
cows have been found to be clean. Natur-
ally when these things crop up some one
gets up and makes a scare ; but the de-
partmnent controlled by the Colonial Sec-
retary were fully alive to their respon-
sibilities before Mr. Lander started to
criticise them. At any rate, the Central
Board of Health have faced the position,
they are facing the position to-day, and.
whantever is right will be done; the pub-
lic may be satisfied that they will be
protected; and I think thle dairymen will
become satisfied that these inspections tend
to make for good in the end. Any cow that
has to be weeded out will be weeded out,
and the inspection, which will be con-
tintuous in the future, will keep the herds,
in a good ctndition, so there is no need
for dairymen to fear that they cannot con-
tinuie in the business. ainy iflolr than dairy-
men in the East where the inspection is
exactly the same. There is another ques-
tion which has been Already dealt with,
the question of the Wyndham freezing
works. I am not going to deal with this
question at any great length. As I have
said in the House before, the ageement
provides sufficient protection for every
stock-owner in the North. It provides
for pro rata killing and that stock shall
be handled on the pro rota basis. Every-
thi ng is to be done on the pro rota basis,
according to the number of stock the
stoack-owner has.

Mr- Angwvin :How long is this to
last?
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The HONORARY MINISTER: As
long as we like, up, to 20 years.

[Mr. S'caddon: When are these works
,going to start?9

The HONORARY MINISTER : I
thought the' hon. member wanted to stop
them;. now he wants them to start. I
do not know what members opposite do
want. They accuse us of assisting these
people one day, and the nest day they
tant us to start these works at once.
Certainly we should get the works going
as soon as we cail. The provisions of the
agreement are such as to protect the
small grower or every grower in fact.
Among other things in the agreement is
a provision for the appointment of a
commlittee to see that the conditions of the
-agreement are carried out.

Mr. Angw z Is the agreement
signed ?

The HONORARY MINISTER: Yes;
it is signed. The committee wvill consist
-of a nominee of the company, a nominee
of the cattle raisers as a whole, whether
shareholders or not, and a nominee of the
M~inistev ini charge of the department;
and farther than that, the method of
selecting the representative of the cattle
owners is to he on lines indicated by the
Mfinister' in control. So we have taken
every possible precaution to safeguard
interests. The North-West is just as
mud, a part of this State V~ any other
part of Western Australia, and it is just
as much our duty to de'elop it as to de-
velop the goldields or the agricultural
areas don here ; and if a loan of £35,000
against a security of works to cost
£70,000 is going to establish a big in-
dbustry, either in the North-West or in
any other part of the State, it would
be criminal on the ptart of the Govern-
stenit to hesitate a moment to make that
loan. This expenditure will enable the
People to develop that area in the North
to the fullest possible extent. Now it is
only possible to send down about 20,000
beasts. True a few thousands go to
quieensland; it is true that this year
16,000 went to Queensland, where they
sold at 16s. per lO0lbs. But prac-
tically there is no market for the

cattle except through a freezer.
In future there will be 200.000
beasts to rend away, with these freezing
wvorks in operation. The works will make
it possible for the North-West and for
people settled there and others wvho will
settle there to go ahead. I wish to sayI to
members opp~osite that there are millions
uf acres there awvaiting selection. [Iater-
Jection by Mr.. Yaylor.] If the lion, mem-
her would go there, hie would be doing
great good to the State. If this £35,000
loan is to bring about this great benefit
to this large area in the North. members
should hesitate to condemin the Govern-
nient because of the assistance they ire
giving in connection wvith the erection of
these works.

Mr. Scaddon : What rental do these
people pay for the land '1

The HONORARY MINISTER : I
know there are millions of acres of land
there for members opposite or anyone
else to take up, if they need it ; and it
would he a great benefit to the State if
those areas now lying idle were occupied
tit a nominal rental I also know that
one can get land over the border in South
Australia at a much less rate than wve
charge our people in the North. What
I want to say is that if we make it pos-
sible to produce 200,000 beasts annually
and send then into the market, instead
of 20,000-beasts, a great deal of good will
have been done to the State. It does not
matter to one whether it is for the people
in the North or in any other part of the
State :it is my duty to bring about the
development of every acre in the State,
and therefore I ani found supporting
this idea. The suggestion originated with
myself, and I am rather Proud of it.
These cattle kings have not done much,
harni to Perth. They have brought their
mioney here and spent it. In regard to
the question of abattoirs, as members
know, we have erected abattoirs at Kal-
goorlie, and not before they were wanted.
They will be opened there in six months.
Abattoirs are wanted in the metropoli-
tan area and in various other centres of
the State. There should be a proper meat
inspection, for the unfortunate people,
shall I say, of Northam have to take meat
which is not subject to inspection. There
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is no doubt the only way to give the
people wholesome meat is by the erection
of public abattoirs. It follows that these
ebattoirs. ought to -be municipal works.
They are municipal works in Melbourne,
where they are successfully managed.
In Adelaide the question is being faced,
and I believe the Government there in-
tend to spend £80,000 in public abattoirs.
In Sydney the Government have spent
something like £300,000. This is neces-
sary work. The food of the people ought
to be subjected to the most rigid inspec-
tion. We are facing this question as
members would have us face it ; and if
it is a good idea that has come from us,
then I hope we shall get the support of
members from all sides of the House.
Then there is the question of manufac-
turing agricultural machinery. I object
to the bringing of agricultural machinery
from the Eastern States, from where it
comes at the present time. Seventy per
cent. of the eaost of machinery is wages;
and that being so, when we import
£84,000 'worth, 'which we did last year,
and it is to be an increasing amount con-
sidering the area which is being opened
up in the country, members will realise
what that means to the State. Why
should not the men who pay the taxes
have portion of this money returned to
their pockets ? Why should not our own
Shildren 'become our artisans if they
want to and have opportunity of learn-
ing trades I At the present time if we
want a tradesman, -we have to send to the
Eastern 'States for one. We should alter
that state of affairs. I do not know by
'#hbat means, 'but some steps should be
taken to bring about the manufacture of
aznrcnltural machinery within the State.
This question ought to have been faced
Ping ago, as should also the question of
industries generally. There is no doubt
the man who supplies our wants should
eat our bread, and the men who mnanufac-
hire these articles whien they are produced
'in this State must be customers of the
producers. That is my idea, and I shall
endeavour to bring 'it about. We are a
Government determined to encourage all
industries, whether mining, agricultural,
or pastoral- all industries including
the manufacture of -agricultural ma-

chinecry. I hope there wl he no,
objection to this matter when it is
brought under way. I do not know that
there is much more to be said regarding
the work I have taken in hand. I should
like to say we are honestly endeavour-
ing to make it possible for every
man in the State to become a producer,
and we do it because we realise that the
spending power of the man on the land
is g~reater than the spending power of a
ma!) employed in any other industry
When we realise that in Amiierica there
are 36 farmers to a village, while here in
Western Australia, where there is room
for many hundreds of times 36 farmers,
there niust be room for great develop-
ment; and it is our duty, if we can give
our people something better, for us to
give it to them. We hope to get a very
large settlement from the ranks of the
workers very shortly. I have told mem-
bers what I thought this scheme of ours
SholGUd he. Men know exactly what they
have to pay to get on the land, and they
know exactly what it will be when they
get there. We would be wanting in our
duty to the State if we did not offer the
people of the State the advantages we,
have the privilege of offering now. It is
a privilege to smy to the people of the
State, "We offer you this land and this
money to become settlers"'; and I will en-
deavour to carry the message far and
wide, and enable people to realise what
the position is.

Mr. Angwis: In what manner will the
instalments be paid under your scheme,
monthly or weeklyI

The HONORARY MXINISTER: In-
stalments under the Agricultural Bank
system can be paid weekly if you like, but
certainly monthly. We are doing every-
thing we possibly can to complete the
scheme to get the people on the land, and
make them comfortable when the-y get
there. We are endeavouring to exchange
some of the sovereigns by way of loan
from the Agricultural Bank for honest
work by honest men; and if honest men
treat us honestly, we shahl do all 'ye can
to make them successful settlers. As far
as I am concerned and as far as the Gov-
ernment are concerned, and I hope as far
as Parliament are concerned, we are going
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to the country feeling that we have done
our duty. I have endeavoured to do my
duty; I have given up my time to the
country, and it has cost me a great deal
to do it. [Mr. Scaddan: You have had a
good time.] I have had a good time, and
I am glad to have had a" opportunity of
doing the work. It is right that we in
Western Australia should realise the pos-
sibilities of the State, and it is right that
we should endeavour to realise them. I
have endeavonred to realise them, and tc
bring about development in connection
with the work I have had the honour to
control. I feel I have done my duty, as I
believe most members of Parliament have
done their duty; aid in going to the coun-
try. I think all ought to feel that. Three
years ago people were not quite so hope-
ful as they are to-day. As a community,
of course you have only to be cheerful to
be prosperous. I feel there is more hope
abroad. People are more satisfied with
their lot, and they are satisfied there- is a
teat future before them. They are
ehokefull of hopefulness and cheerfulness,
-wih will mjean success not only to them
but to this State; and I believe this is
largely the work of this Government.
Previouas Governments may have had
something to do with paving the way, but
we did the trick. 'We feel that we have
done our duty to the people, who we
found were despondent, but who to-day
ore most hopeful and cheerful.

Mr. H. E. BOLTON (North Fre-
mantle) :In offering just a few remarks on
the only opportunity that appears to be
given to members, unless they desire to
speak on the York Reserve Bill, I should
like' to preface my observations by saying
that I can understand the feeling of de-
pression that exists amongst Ministers and
other leaders among the Conservative
party on the other side. I recognise that all
efforts seem to be in vain to do away with
the feeling of deadness and depression, and
I know now that there is some reason for

i.I do not know if it was thought of
before. but there seems; to be something
pervading this Chamber-a lockout or a
strike-that has had an effect on every-
body. What appears to be the worst
calamity is that we are not a ble to ask the

Premier without notice, what action he
intends to take to settle the strike [allud-
ing to absence of Press reporters]. As
has been pointed out here, not only now
but several times previously, there is. a
heaven-sent gentleman -who is able to set-
tle strikes, and he alone. It will be in-
teresting to know how he intends to settle
this strike, so that those willing to offer a
few remarks on the Address-in-Reply will
get a few lines in the Press. The Honor-
ary Minister, who has earned his salary
during the past year, opened by saying
that he wanted to speak to the people,
And he regretted the fact that he was not
able to get to the people through the pub-
lic Press. I think with that gentleman it
is a calamity that the Press are not pre-
seat. T would also remind the member
that this side of the House has the right
to feel the absence of the Press as much
as the other side of the Chamber, because
it is part of the duty or sulpposed duty
of members of the Opposition to criticise
where they think criticism necessary, aL-
or any of the actions of the Government.
I cannot hielp referring to the fact that it
is not long since the Moore Government
iiitrodnced a policy speech that wvas looked
-upon as something more democratic than.
anything- that had been offered before ex-
cept possibly that by the Labour Govern-
ment in this State. Certain planks of this
policy were catch pennies, and put for-
wyard to catch a few votes and catch a few
supporters for his side of the House. I
also remember a good many of their pro-
mises were not carried out, and when I
rememb er also th at we are on th e eve of a n
election again I can realise the anxiety of
Ministers to get as much Press not ice as
they possibly can. Tt did seem there '%as
strength in the argument I heard. aid-
several members must have heard it t m .
that in the MVoore policy laid don I r
this Parliament which is now dying ther-
were several democratic suggestions or-
fered to which no exception could het
taken, but peculiarly enough the public.
believe and are still believing now that
the Government were not sincere in their
promises, thierefore it is: quite right that
they should doubt the sincerity of the
Government to-day. One of the planks
of the Governmet policy for this Parhia-
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mauL was curiously the first plank of the
Labour party's platform, the reduction of
the franchise of the Legislative Council.
So important was that promise to the
electors of the State that they thought if
the Mloore Government were sincere in
that they were showing a democratic ten-
dency and that there would be sonic small
representation in another place. The
Moore Government thought or were told
by other people not to introduce that
measure until the elections which occur
,every two years for the Council were over.
It was a peculiar thing that the Chamber
that dictated a good deal of the policy to
the Moore Government, after the Moore
Government decided not to press on with
the reduction of the franchise for another
place, agreed to certain taxation propo-
sals. The Moore Government claimed that
it was simply through want of time, but
what is to be the position in the next Par-
liament9 Is there to be more sincerity
in that Parliament than there was when
the Government were returned on the instl
occasion? Perhaps it may be necessary
to delay Legislative Council reform a
little time and it may appear that when
-we are approaching another Legislative
Council election the Government may
find it convenient to drop the
measure again for some time. While
the Government are prepared to he
dominated by another place in their
policy there will never he a broadening of
the franchise for that House. By their
actions the Government are doing more
to bring about unification than any action
possible for any Government to take. Be-
cause of the unpopular feeling towards
another place, intensified by the action
of the Government in withholding the
broadening of the franchise, this feeling
of unification is arising in the minds of
the electors. Is it not reasonable to
suppose that if a certain proportion of
representation in the Upper Chamber be-
longed to this party, if it were possible
to elect democrats to that Chamber, the
feeling against it would not be so strong
as it is. Whether intentionally or un-
intentionally the Moore Government have
done much towards engendering this feel-
ing of unification. I have not too much
fa ith in the Government's promises for

the incoming Parliament. What they
have promised by the Speech as de-
livered to us on the opening of this dying
session amounts to nothing, although they
mention several electioneering proposals.
Even these promises would be aeceptable
if we could feel the Government were
sincere,) but, judging from the results of
the past, we have every reason to doubt
their sincerity. If the public and the
electors generally will remember all the
promises made since the Moore Govern-
ment first came into power, they will say,
" Yes ; the promises sound very nice ; they
look very pretty ; but there is nothing in
them." In that case the Government will
not he returned with the same numbers
behind them as they have to-day. My
reason the price has been raised so highly
one or two remarks made by previous
speakers. It would be as well to deal
with the question of the meat ring first.
We have heard from different members
vario us explanations as to why this trouble
has eventuated. I desire to say I have
heard from a reputable source that the
reason the price has been raised so highly
within the last few wreeks is the scarcity
Af stock. It appeared to me to be a
strange proceeding that those governing
the meat trade, while contending there is
a shortness in stock, yet continue to re-
quest the Government to lend them
£95,000 for~ three years, free of interest,
for the purpose of erecting freezing works
to get rid of the surplus stock. I made
inquiries and found that the stock
in a certain portion of the State is very
numerous, but that it is said it does not
pay to hring it down here. In other por-
tions of the State however where the cattle
have been obtained from, there is a scarcity
of stock.

Mr. Bath :They have travelled stock
from the Kimberleys to Queensland.

Mr., BOLTON: Yes; and the same
gentleman to whom I have referred also
told me that there were two herds of
6,000 and 4,000 head of cattle, re-
spective, travelled across the border.
Could-not those cattle have been brought
down here?

The Honorary Minister -There is no
market here for 10,000 more beasts.
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Mr. BOLTON: There is evidently a
market for beasts here, for it is found
there is now a scarcity of animals. Would
it not have been better if, instead of
meat being increased by 2d. a lb., those
10,000 head of cattle which were de-
spatehed to Queensland had been sent
here q It is absurd to say there is a
shortage of stock, and then ask the Gov-
ernment for- freezing works for dealing-
with the surplus stock. It has been said
b~y more than one speaker that if freezing
werec established, it follows that the first-
class meat would be exported, while the
second-class meat would be put on our
markets here. I believe this was men-
tioned by the member for Mount Mar-
garet (Mr. Taylor). If that is to be the
case, a solution would be, if the Govern-
ment are prepared to assist the large cattle
kings with the loan of this money, to
have an exp~ort duty on frozen beef. The
Minister has told us that this trade is a
mtatter. of some £200,000 a year; so that it
would well pay the Government to have
this export duty. I cannot see what ob-
jections could he raised against it. Are
we to send the primest bedf and mutton
away, and receive only the second-class
meat ourselves? I exclude reference to
lambs in this, for there should be no
export duty on that trade for some time.
If the industry is so thriving, surely an
export tax would be a good thing.

The Honorary Minister: You would
have to ask the Commonwealth Govern-
men about that.

Mir. BOLTON: When we bare a chance
to get a little money' , let us do so. The
Commonwealth Government would surely
allow the tax to be levied. I feet certain
it would be found that the Commonwealth
Government would not be the stumbling-
block, but the friend of this Government
towards those in a large way in cattle
dealing. Some little time ago the Premier
gave voice to the sentiment, a sentiment
which was received with joy at Fremantle
and at other places along the coast,' that
if the rates and freights then existing on
the coast were maintained, he would con-
sider the advisability of going in for a
State steamer. Within a fortnight another
MNinister said he considered that a sub-
sidised steamer would be the thing- Read-

ing between the lines, it seemed to tue then
that the Ministry had thought better
of tie original proposal, and would
eventually adopt a scheme for- subsidis-
ing- one of the coasting steamers. Talk
about looking after the fat man !If the
present comipanies are subsidised by the
State foi- purposes of carrying certain
products or cat-go or passengers along the
coast, it will be of no use whatever. If
there we,-e a State steamer running, then
great advantage would accrue to the small
grower. Knowing as'I do the disabilities
under which the small meat grower in the
North is suffering, I am sure there would
be a considerable trade from those people,
who would then be released from the
necessity of asking the big cattle kings
fo,- space on their steamers. Surely it
would pay the State to send a steamer
uip to the North for cattle and to bring
the beasts downz here. The result of the
adoption of such course would be that
the increase of 2d. per lb. on meat
would very soon cease, to exist and the
consunier would be relieved from the pre-
sent high price of meat. I was rather
hurt, although not altogether surprised,
wh~en I heard that the Government seemed
to have dropped all action in connection
with reducing the rates and freights along
the North-West coast. I would like to
see themn go thoroughly, into the qnestion.
It is one that has bee n poh-poobied and
haes been conside-ably weakened by the
appointment of a Royal Conmnission.
The Commission consisted of only one
gentleman, who was appointed origin-
ally to collect evidence. A mistake, a
blunder, was made by the Government in
allowing that gentleman to start taking
evidence without having sufficient power
to demand evidence. While the gentle-
man himself may have been qualified
enough to collect the evidence and to
understand it, it was a terrible blunder
when the Governnient found out their
mistake, and that he could not demand evi-
dence, to make him A Royal Commissioner
to get the evidence which be had already
collected. The result was he was unable
to get any additional information, and
I am bound to say the work of that
gentleman was en tirely unsatisfactory.
It would have been better, if the Gov-
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ermnent (lesired really to get knowledge,
to have appointed a Commissioner who
could have gone to the shipping com-
panies' combine and obtained the infor-
mnation first-hand. I do not altogether
care to refer to the report of that gen-
tleman which was lost but which was
subsequently picked up by someone and
published.

The Minister for Mines: It was not
the report that was picked up.

Mr. BOLTON: I am bound to accept
that statement, as both the Commissioner
and the Minister have made it. Anyhow,
it was extracts from the report.

The Minister: It was simply son's of
the evidence.

Mr. BOLTON : The Comiunssioner
was so upset, that I do not think he
knows where he is now. The position is
an entirely unsatisfactory one to Mx.
Sinclair, for lie was asked to do more
than one could dare against these com-
panies. He had practically finished the
work before he was appointed a Royal
Commissioner. He was simply an in-
quiry agent. The companies objectedi to
his getting perhaps the very informa,-
tion he wanted, although at the same time
they offered certain information. If the
Government want to get to the bottom of
this matter they should have a State

te errunning along the coast, even if
they should limit the distance which it
was to travel. It perhaps would not be
necessary for them to go lip as high as
Derby, for there are a large number of
small producers south of that port who
would provide sufficient traffi for the
steamer to at all events allow interest and
sinking fund to be provided. The result
would be that freights would undoubt-
,edly come down and a very important de-
velopinent in the North-West would be
brought about. By this means it would
be possible so to reduce rates that people
would be able to get to Hedland for £E6
or £7 instead of having to pay £17, and
then men would he able to go up there
and look for and obtain the employment
which is open to them but which they are
prevented from applying for at present
owing to the excessive passenger rates
charged on the steamers If this were
done, the Government would be doing a

good work for the North-West, and I still
hope they do not intend to drop the ques-
tion. I trust sincerely they will not sub-
sidise the present lines, notwithstanding
All the arguments that are used that there
is not sufficient cargo at present to enable
the rates to be reduced. I am safe in
saying that no steamer leaves this port
for the North-West without a pretty full
cargo and A full passenger list.

The Minister for Mines: The report of
that officer is not to band yet.

Mr. BOLT ON: The public can judge
pretty accurately from the evidence what
the report will be. It was a great mis-
take that the summary was ever lost,
found, and published. One can judge
pretty well what the report will be from a
careful study of the summary.
* The Minister: It was duly a summary

of the evidence given by the F'remantle
traders,

Mr. Angusin: By the Fremiantle Cham-
ber of Commerce.

Mr. BOLT ON : Yes, and by the
shipping ring. There is another
solution of the difficulty as to the price III
meat, which is perhaps even more import-
ant than the establishment of State
steamers. The Honorary Minister men-
tioned the provision of abattoirs, grading
sheds, and sale yards, and I believe thieir
establishment would provide the best solu-
tion of all. If public abattoirs were
erected and cooling chambers, grading and
sale yards were provided for the imetro-
politan area, it would he possible for the
small butcher to buy his meat there with-
out being tied down to the meet ring- and
the big meat kings who control all the
beef trade at present. The result would
be that the price of meat would come
down. I know the Minister for Agricul-
ture has that in his mind, and I hope for
the fruition of that proposal. At any rate
there can he no harmi in erecting paiblic
abattoirs. If the sale yards are open to
all, it follows that to whatever extent a
man may want to buy he cannot hay the
lot, and the small butcher will he able to
get his meat and retail it. Econo.mics
have been mentioned in the course of this
debate ad lib,., by all speakers, especially
from the opposite side of the House, and
mostly with regard to the railways. I do
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not want to deal at any great length with
the railways. I do not think this i3 just
the Lime. 'When I return after the elec-
tions, as I undoubtedly shall, and we have
the report of the railways to deal with,
then I shall have more to say on the sub-
ject. I only want to refer to this; econo-
mies have been effected, and economies
that are a natural sequence to the expendi-
ture of money in previous years. I do
not say all that has been done by one
Government. It follows that if you can
bring one section of the Railway Depart-
ment up to as near perfection as possible
it will cost less to maintain. The permnu-
ent way was brought to so near perfection
compared to any other running line in
Australia, that the Government were able
to do away with a proportion of the per-
manent way men. The same proportion
of permanent way menl is riot required
where this extra good work, is put ill; nor-
does it cost as much where permanent way
work is done in that fashion. When you
expend a very large sum of money you
reduce your cost of maintenance; that
naturally follows. It is only what you
expect. In passing, there is another phase
that I must refer to in connection with the
railways. Notwithstanding that the mew-
ber for Collie said he was not electioneer-
ing-and of course I believe him-when
he said the minimum rate of wage should
be Ss., he still contends and others contend
also that so very few in the department
receive less than Ss. a day that it is not
worth bothering about. It seems to me
peculiar that yea~r after year we have a
Railway Report, and at the end of that
report we find a statement of the wages
received, and the number of men who re-
ceive those wages and particulars of their
(luties. It would perhaps astonish tht
moember for Collie to find that there are
010 mon in the railway service receiving~
less than 8s. a day as a minimum, and
these men are not junior porters. Every
one of these 619 menl at the end of last
year were big, strong, able-bodied men,
and above the age of 21 years; and a
large proportion of then, have had years
of experience in the Railway Department,
and are certainly qualified to receive more
wages. It has been trotted out year after
year that the privileges extended to Gov-

erment employees are ivorth something
per day, worth 6d. I think it is time we
forgot that nonsense about the value of
the privileges. It is the privilege of the
Government to have good servants as well
as the privilege of a mail to have a good
master. Surely it is time that a minimum
wage was introduced by the Governmuent,
especially in connection wvith certain em-
ployment, which is well worth the money,
and I call assure hall. memibers, if they
look through that list and find labourers,
engine cleaners', prts, and different
classes of employees that are asked to
work for from Cis. 6d. to 7s., and 7s. 6d.
a day. they will be somewhat shocked.
All these are able-bodied mcmi; 95 men are
beingx paid 6s. 6d. a day, arid there is not
one junior p~orter almiongst them,. There
are 233 able-bodied muen working at 7&.
per day, and there are 291 working for
7s. 6d., and not a junior sunongst them
either. My opinion is that it is disgrace-
fat to have 95 'men wvorking in the raiway
service for 6s. 6d. per day, all able-
bodied men, and many of them entitled
to an increase by reason of their length
of service and ability. [Mr. Bath: And
under the industrial agreement.] Yes,
and under the industrial agreement. But
under what is known as the annual re-
trenebment, men are forced to remain in
the lower classes instead of being allowed.
to take their places in the higher classes,
although doing the same duty, and al-
though having to fill in the time that is
given to them to put in. Since these arer
facts, as the return that I have quoted
wvill show, there are over 600 men work-
ing for less than 8s. a day. The Govern-
ment, I hope, will wisely consider it is
about up to them to pay 8s., then private
employers, those few who are paying less
than that, will do likewise. There is
another thing that has been mentioned by
tme lhon, member for Guildford, that is
the building of rolling stock, that I should
like to have a word or two to say about.
I am aware that a certain firm in the
electorate I have the honour to represent
in this House have been building a con-
siderable quantity of rolling stock for the
Government. I am also aware of the
fact that that firm came here and started
and carried out work which was a credit
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to it. But I am beginning to think
that there is not too much for that firm
to do now. When the Government are
talkring of making agricultural imple-
nients, as the Minister for Agriculture has
said, I think it wvill be a wise suggestion,
and I would like to say I hold no brief
for that company, but I think it would
be a splendid idea if the Government
could see their wvay to purchase those
works and start the manufacture of agri-
cultural implements there. The machi-
nery is already at these works, and if the
Government are in earniest, and if these
implements can be made in the State,
there is tin excellent opportunity there.
I repeat I am not after any commission,
but I really think that as the argument has
been advanced that Midland Junction is
not large enough. that there is not room
there-

The Minister for Railways: There is
plenty of room.

Mr. Angwin: But there is machinery
ready at Fremantle.

Mr. BOLTON: I am reminded by the
member for East Fremantle that they
have an establishment and machinery at
Fremantle now. That would be better
than going into the bush at Midland Junc-
tion to start the rnantifacture of this ma-
chinery. Let us use the machinery that
is there. I want in passing also to refer
to the dock. I want to compliment the
Engineer-in-Chief. A complliment has in-
deed been paid to him in having his re-
ported site supported by such an eminent
engineer as the gentlerman who visited this
State from England quite iecently. There
is no doubt about it, the Engineer-in-Chief
must feel proud that the site he recom-
mended was the site chosen by that visit-
ing gentleman. The time will also come,
and shortly too, when the Admiralty will
be appealed to, to assist in the mainten-
ance of this dock, and the Admiralty will
appeal to the g;entleman who reported
on it for this Government. Something
will also be expected from the Common-
wealth. Last session we passed a Har-
bour Trust Amendment Act, and in that
Act we provided that the Trust should
find interest and sinking fund for this
dock. This is to come directly from ship-
ping, and if we get assistance from the

Admiralty, and also from the Common-
wealth, that dock will cost this State very
little, if anything. The sooner the Gov-
ernent get on with it the better for the
country. It has been recognised by the
people and by the Parliament that it is
necessary to have a dock. A certain
amount of money has already been pro-
vided towards the construction of this
work, and there is nothing that I know of
to prevent a very early start being made.
I should like to know if the Government
propose to do any portion, or what por-
tion by day labour. Necessarily they will
have to do some, but as the Minister for
Works is not present-and I regret to
hear he is not well, I hope it was not
the absence of the Press that frightened
hini, or the illness of the Premier-I can-
not hope to get the information that I
want to-night. But let me appeal to boa.
members who are opposed to this dock.
The cost will not be one hundredth part
of the cost of the goldfields water scheme.
The water scheme was not built for the
goldfields alone, it was built so that every
portion of the State should reap the bene-
fit. So it will be with the dock. I have
heard a great deal from the Minister for
Agriculture; his figures were interesting
and yet dry-figures usually are. Still it
was interesting to know that the develop-
ment of the State during the last 12
months has been so vapid. From that
standpoint it would read and sound wvell.
I notice there is a tremendous increase in
the acreage of wheat lands and the area
uinder fruit this year, over the figures of
last year, and I am prepared to admit that
this is so. But I have not yet noticed that
any start has been made in the direc-
tion of providing facilities to handle
wheat, for instance. The hon. member
for Kittanning told us the amount of
wheat that was exported last year. We
recognise that this is only a tithe of what
must be exported this year and next year,
and how are they going to handle it?
The Minister proposes to erect graia
sheds, but it is about time he got a move-
on or it will be too late. While we aire
providing for a largely enhanced output
from the soil, no provision has been made
to handle it. I hope the Minister in
charge of the Agricultural Department,,
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when he talks about the amount to be
allowed under the Agricultural Bank Act,
will provide in the near future facilities
for handling the great amount of wheat,
lambs, and fruit we are going to export,
and not have complaints about the handl-
ing charges being increased by the comn-
modities having to be handled so many
times. We should do it at once before the
crops will be here on top of us. The Hon-
orary Minister said we suggested the spur
lines, but the Government carried them
out. Well, I give him every credit for
that, but there are members of the Oppo-
sition, including myself, who advocated
loop lines instead of spur lines; and the
longer we go the more we will advocate
that loop lines should have been con-
structed. The loop lines could have been
operated at half the cost of the working
of the spur lines to-day, and the Govern-
ment will have to recognise that ioop lines
are best notwithstanding all the recom-
mendations of the "Goat Commission"-
I beg paz-don, I mean the TInmigration
Commission, but it was called the "Am-
goorie or Angora Goat Commission."
Notwithstanding the recommendation of
that Commission about spur lines, I be-
lieve the Government will soon recognise
that loop lines are far better and far
easier to operate, and that there would he
far less complaints about the cost of
working.

Hon. F. H. Piesse: There will be no
spur lines in this country eventually, be-
cause these lines will be 200 miles in
length to reach the coast. It is only a
question of crossing them whichever way
they go, north and south, or east and west.
At present they are going east and west.

Mr. BOLTON: If I only knew as
much as the i~ember for Katanning, I
should know whether they are to be
loops or spurs. But I am talking about
the initial experiment, because experi-
ment it was undoubtedly when it was sug-
gested that we could build lines at £1,000
a mile, and it was stated that the Govern-
ment intended to go in for 1,000 miles
of these railways. My idea is that if we
loop every 30 miles we will gather in the
whole; and the member for Katanning
will agree with me that from the point
of view of manipulating these lines a loop

line is cheaper than a spur line, because
necessarily the locomotive depot, which is
a big factor in these things, starts and
finishes a loop line, but does not start or
finish anything in connection with a spur
line. There is only one other thing I
wish to mention. It will not be said that
I have attempted to break records with
long speeches, though there are members
in this House who have a record for not
speaking since this Parliament opened. I
was astonished to hear that the Great
Boulder management were being supplied
with water at is. 6d. per thousand gallons.
and I began to think that when we hear
certain members complaining of coastal
expenditure or what they call the Fre-
mantle Dock, in face of the Goldfields
Water Scheme supplying water at Is. 6d.
per thousand gallons, when it costs nearly
four times that amount to canry it there,
it is quite time they stopped their argu-
muents.

The Minister for Mines: The price they
pay for their water is 5s. per 1,000 gal-
lons; but they said they would pump their
residues away if they got water from the
scheme at a cheaper price. It costs only
10d. to get the water there. For all their
other mining water they pay 5g. per 1,000
gallons.

Mr. BOLTON: If you can sell water
at is. 6d. is it being sold at a loss'!

The Minister: Not in this case.
Mr. BOLTON: My difficulty is that I

do not know the exact cost of getting the
water there; but I know that if the schenie
can sell water to rhe Great Boulder at
Is. 6d. per 1,000 gallons, there are many
low-grrade shows that would take it at the
same price, and jump at it. The peculiar-
ity of it is that a mine like the Great
Boulder, which I admit takes a great
quantity, can obtain waler at Is. 6d. while
low grade propositions which cannot afford
to pav the price the scheme now supply
it at cannot get it for is. 6d. There are
20 or 30 low-grade propositions that
wvould take the water at is. Gd., and I
think it would be a good thing for the
scheme. I am told there are many low-
grade mines closed down at Southern
Cross, and I am surprised to hear it. If
it is because they cannot get water at aL
cheaper rate, it seems to me peculiar;
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there munst be some explanation. give.
I notice the Mfinister for Works made n
niste when the statenient was made and]
I thought sonic explanation would bec
given. But when we consider that water
is being sold to the Great Boulder at
Is. 6d. while the balance sheet of the water
scheme shows a shortage of £91,000, I
an. inclined to think that the price to the
Great Boulder will have to go uip, or the
scheme will have to sell a great deal more
water. If it pays to supply this water to
the Great Boulder at Is. 6d. per 1,000
gallons, as I understand from the -Minister
for Mines, I am with him. So long as
the water is not given away I will support
the Government every time; but if we give
it to the Great Boulder, why not to the
little Boulders?

The Minister for Mines: It was a fair
business proposition. The water was for
a special purpose. The mine pays 5s. for
the greater proportion of'its water.

Mr. BOLTON. I decided to raise this
point because I wanted some exKplanation
There may be a good explanation. There
is stil need for explanation why the low-
grade propositions cannot get the water
at that pr-ice, because surely it would be a-;
good a proposition.

The Treasurer - The low-grade mines
can get it for the same purpose at that
price.

Mr. BOLTON : It is due to every men'-
ber of this House to know why the water
is sold to one mine at a certain price at
which it is ref used to another. I am re-
minded that the Great Bouldler has paid
two or three miillions in dividend;, and that
the dividends have been largely helped
by the mine being able to obtain water
at Is. 6d. per 1,000 gallons. If that be
so, and I eon fess I ami not a goldfields
man, let its supply a few more mines at
Is. 6d. per 1,000 gallons, and see if they
can pay two or- three millions in dividends.
I am with them on that. I do not object
to the Great Boulder getting water at
is. 6id.; but I object to the other com-
panies not having the same right to take
it at the same price. That is all I ask.
Give it to the low-grade propositions as
well as to the bonanzas, and then, perhaps,

%elow-grade mines will pay good divi-
dends, and no question will be raised. I

have finisihed tile remarks I hare to make
On the Address-in-Reply in this Parlia..
mnent. I did not congratulate von, Mr.
Speaker, in these remarks, because I knowv
I shall have the privilege of meeting you
again and I reserve my congratulatiom,
until that time.

Pause ensued, rather long.
Mr. HUDSON moved that the debalo

be adjourned.
Mtotion put and negatived.

[,1r. Daglish. took' the Chair.]
Mr. C. A. HUDSON (Dundas) : It

would he a pity to allow this debate to
close at the present juncture- [M3r. Hol-
saz: bet it go.]-especially as such a
great interest is being taken in it by mnem-
hers on the other side of the House. It
is always pleasing to see members of the
Government and the supporters of the
(lovernment taking an interest in the -work
of Parliament. It is pleasing indeed to
members on the Opposition side to have

suha large audience. on the Government
side. Of course m-tembers do not come
into this Chamiber particularly to hear
whiat 1 have to say; and as I bare been
forced into the position of making a few
remarks, and as the Minister for Mines no
doubt wvishes to hear what I hare to say..
I shall not detain mnembers. very long. Be-
fore I proceed I wish to say that one of
the memC~bers of the Government has given
us an excellent speech. He is one member
of the Ministry I wish to congratulate. I
refer to the Honorary Minister. He has
done some excellent work in the State, I
have seen some of the results myself, and
I have great pleasure in congratulating-
binm on the success of the Agricultuiral
Departmnent. With regard to the other
memibers of the Government I have some
remarks to muake, particularly in respect
of the Speech placed in the month of His
Excellency the Unvernor, where it says:-

"There are many i mportant matters
awaiting legislative action at your
hand;, which the exigencies of the finan-
cial position of the State, and the
lengthy consideration given to devising
the best means for providing the revenue
necessary for its wants, have hitherto
prevented my advisers submitting to
you.ty
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That was the position we were in some
three years ago. We had a similar pro-
mise from the then Premier that the
finances would be straightened, and that
certain legislative reforms would be en-
acted d~iring the first session of that Par-
liament; but now we have gone that three
years without having had any result what-
ever, or any fulfilment of the promises
then made. Wise and careful adtninis-
tration was promised by the then Premier,
Mr. Rason, That is one of the promises
not fulfilled. I think the finances have
been dealt with pretty effectively by the
member for Guildford. No one has at-
tempted since he spoke to refute any of
the arguments he put forward, and I
think they may be accepted. I want to
make a few remarks in regard to the
railway recently constructed from Cool-
gardie to Widgemooltha, not on the con-
struction hut on the delays that have
taken place in the construction. It re-
fPects on the management of the Public
Works Department that the contractors
should have had eight or ten months in
which to construct 50 miles of line, when
the rails were in -the State before the
contract was let, and that at the end of
the cuntract the contractors should be
allowed to have an extension of time
from the 17th February to nearly the end
of June without any reason being given
for it. I asked for the reason last night,
and I was told there were certain altera-
tions iii the contract. That answer was
not given when questions were asked
during the period of the extension. A
great deal of hardship was inflicted on
the public in consequence of the delay.
I think it is a very strong argument in
favour of departmental construction when
we find that contractors arc able to so
deal with the Public Works. Department
as to have a line completed to within a
mile and a half or so of its destination
and then get an extension of so many
months. The contractor was running
goods from the beginning of January to
the head of the line, and was allowed all
that time to carry goods withont being
6iled upon to fulfil his contract or to
pay the penalties. He was allowed six
weeks' extension because of a slight de-
viation which was overcome in the first

month of the construction of the line.
The work of the Mines Department comes
closely under the notice of members. I
have already dealt with that from the
public platformn, therefore I do not wish
to enlarge on it to-night. The conduct
of the Minister for Mines in careering
round the country at this stage of his
term as Minister for Mines, making pro-
mises broadcast in particular directions,
is not one that should commend itself
either to this Parliament or to the public
generally. There is no doubt the Minister
had some idea other than the fulfilment
of those promises in his mind when he
Iladle that tour. The Press of the State
took no interest whatever in his tour, be-
cause they did not send representatives
with him, and the reports sent in and
published in the newspapers of his ad-
dresses and of his having travelled so far
in such and such a time and skipped and
hopped from one place to another in a
motor car were sent by his own clerk.
and the commendations were sent
by his own clerk. Whether they
were paid for by him I do not
know: hut the Press thought so little
of his tour that they did not send repre-
sentatives with himn on such an important
occasion. The Minister should have been
out earlier than hie wa~is if hie intended to
do any good in the country. There are
several matters that have arisen iin the
iningr districts that I have the honouir

to represent that call for notice, hut I do
not propose to deal with them to-night,
except one, and that is the question of
the payment for slines at Norseman.
The Minister for Mines has always ad-
opted the opinion that when he erected
a slinmes plant at Norseman he was not
going to pay for the slines which had
accumulated up to a certain date. It is
clear that those sMimes belonged to the
early prospectors of the field, the pion-
eers of the field who won the stone from
which the slinmes accumulated. The Gov-
ernment erected a slimes plant at Norse-
man ata certain Cost; they treated the
whole of the slimes that bad accumulated
subsequent to February and prior to Feb-
muary. For those that had accumulated
subsequent to February they paid, but
they refused to pay for those which had
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accumulated prior to that date. In the
]ast Mfines Report published there is
shown a profit on the slimes transactions
of £2,000. That is exactly the amount-
-or roughly speaking in round figures the
amount-actually due to the prospectors.
When the Minister is asked to pay for
the slimes the only answer he can give is
that if he pays for those slimes he will
have to pay for others. He cannot say
it is an unjust claim, or inequitable; nor
can he make any other answer except that
if he pays for some he must pay for
others. It seems unjust that a man is
refused payment because someone else
may make a claim. The Minister is neg-
lectful of his duty when he refuses to
pay the men, because he has the money
in band and the plant in hand, and the
slimes belonged to the early prospectors
who won the gold. The Minister still
holds the profit, and I say that the depart-
ment hold £C2,000 that belongs to the ear-
lier prospectors of the flundas district
and refuse to pay it o-ier. There is an-
other matter I wanted to mention to-
night, but the Minister for Works is not
here, nor is the Premier. It is in con-
nection with the water supply for the
Norsemnan district. Certainly, a good
deal has been done in the direction of
conserving water in that locality; but the
advancement of the district and the in-
,crease in the development of mining and
the general surroundings of the place
-warrant some attention in the future.

The Minister for Mines :We are
having surveys made with a view to see-
ing if a site can be obtained for the pur-
pose.

'Ar. HUDSON: For conserving water
by means of a dam? I want to suggest
to the Government straight away the ad-
visability of the goldfields water scheme
being extended to Norsemnan. Such a re-
quest has been refused to some of the
northern districts, but the northern dis-
tricts are better able to obtain water than
is the case with the districts to the south
of the gold fields water scheme. The gold-
fields water scheme 'was devised to supply
water to arid districts on the goldfields,
and it has since been diverted. The
water has been taken from the goldfields
water supply to supply water around

York, Northamn, and Newcastle at a cost
of £65,000. That is taking water to
where there was already water, and giv-
ing them more water; yet the Govern-
ment ref use to give water where the
people cannot get it. The Government
are doing this at a cost of £65,000 when
the people have plenty of water. That
is the policy of the Government which
does not receive my support, and I ur-
gently impress on the Government the
necessity for considering the possibility
of extending the water scheme to the
Norsemnan district. A good deal has
been said about that water scheme, and
a good deal has been said as tq the
rabbit-proof fence. The cost of the
rabbit-proof fence was £300,000, and that
does not benefit any of those persons out-
side the rabbit-proof fence; even squat-
ters, selectors, and farmers in that neigh-
bourhood have no protection from the
rabbits. Therefore, some easier terms
should be given to those who have land
in the neighbourhood by supplying them
with netting even at a cheaper rate and
oil easier terms than they are getting it
it to-day. I do not propose to deal with
the other matters that are forecast in
the Speech because it is very likely that
when the next Premier comes down with
his policy speech it may be different
fromn that which is promised in this par-
ticular Speech.

On motion by Mr. Eddy, debate ad-
journed.

ADJOURNMENT.
The House adjourned at four minutes

to 10 o'clock, until the next Tuesday.
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